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•
Garrity challengesTrustees • WlllS
In their November 17 meeting,
the Central Washington University Board of Trustee's gave
President Donald Garrity the
authority to make major changes
that previously only the board
could make.
The trustees' indicated they will
approve Garrity's authority to hire
and fire University vice-presidents. make all temporary faculty
appointments and finalize and
reassign faculty and administrators.

The trustees' also agreed with
Garrity's suggestion to change the
trustees' regular meeting schedual. The trustees' will be less
involved with the routine business
of running the University as they
will meet once a quarter. They
will, instead, involve themselves
with future planning for Central.
Garrity stated that quarterly
meetings would be advantageous
to the administration to plan with
the trustees' and give them an
agenda of work items.

Garrity said that the quarterly tion to cnange the position of
meetings would make the board, secretary to the board from
"a part of t~e creating process." Garrity to the president's secreTrustee Chairperson, Linda tary, who he said, actually does
Clifton supported the change by most of the work.
calling them "Significant and
Trustee Sterling Munro asked
Beneficial." But Trustee Jam es all the resolutions be on the
Hogan told the board he was trustees' next agenda for action.
Two of the items, however, the
opposed to quarterly meetings.
But Hogan was outvoted, and quarterly meeting and secretary
the majority of the board to the board, are by-law changes
supported Garrity's proposal.
which must be acted on at two
The trustees also said they meetings.
would approve Garrity's suggesContinuing to ask, but this time
not receiving, President Garrity
suggested changing the order of
the trustee's agenda and inserting
a section on discussion items.
He explained these would be
items .of discussion only and no
action would be taken.
However, Munro disagreed with
the suggestion, and demanded to
know what was stopping them
from simply discussing items
under their present arrangement.
Garrity, Don Guy, acting dean of
student development, and profes-

sor Frank Carlson, Faculty Senate
representative, tried to explain
the putting of an item under new
business and gave the impression
t.he board will take action on it and
sometimes inhibjts discussion.
The trustees did not see it that
way and Munro said he would not
give the president the authority to
keep the trustees from act ion on
certain items they are empowered
to act on simply by changing the
agenda around.
In other bus irwss, t h1· t rw-t 1"·:<
Accepted th1· r<'lir t'P l " lil n l
Professor E. Frank Ba('!i f· . r1 1 1 hr'
art dep:irtment wi th thf' titl e 1•f
Emeritus Professoi, '. ! . • C'h . who
has bet>n teaching at Central sin.:c
1951, will retire at the end of the

summer.
Approved a resolution honoring
Joe Kelleher, an Ellensburg
businessman, for his support and
service to the university as
chairman of the Central Investment Committee, a group of local
(Cont. on Page 24)
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CIA/FBI ca.nnot get student files
by David Ada.;;-·

"' ·· ·aovos; "Cetttt'lt''~f'Sfftr~··21.1nf

Then.' arc two men on campus

Dt·an Owen, director of Career

Planning and Placement.

These two unseeming heros are
that do more to protect students'
rights than any campus policeman, very pleasant in conversation,
mild... mannered with graying hair
college president or attorney
general. These two men are Lou and beginning to show a middle-

•8-ed

waistline!"~~;,_,... ··"'

.:< ·. , • ·'"

Yet these are the only two on·
campus that keep angry profes sors, vengeful administr~tors and

even the CIA and FBI from
checking into student records
without the student's prior know-

WINTER ONCE AGAIN-During the Thanksgiving break Old Man Winter blanketed the state with
snow, a sure sign that it's time to make some hot'butter rum and unpack the winter gear.

, -... ·,' · A\tboug\\ tne~Cl'A. an·d<'F~<?<) ·
permission to obtain files, an~'
to transcripts are the owners of
student can request and o/J 1'.li11 :
those transcripts, namely the
copy of his transcript ~11 ariytrnw.

ledge:.: ·· · ,--............... -·· " · ·

"The only people allowed access

students," Bovos said.
Depending on the circumstances , a
He explained the only way student can obtain a copy in one
transcripts of students are reday.
leased is if written premission is
Forms. are available at t~e
obtained by the interested party
registrar's offic~. an~ the s~rv1c;. t
is free. Another service available
f rrs
.
·
h
Such instances have happened.
is a credit rvaluat10n, owe\'_er
Bovos said that the Central only one evaluation is fre~ while
Intelligence Agency and the others cost $5 per evaluation.
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Bovos said that the Freedom of
have requested information on Information Act has had very little
students.
effect on giving out student
He stated that before the transcripts.
transcripts ·.vere released a writ"w·e have quit taking transcript
ten ~tatement or approval was
requests over the telephone," he
obtamed from th ..stLdents. Bovos
said. "This, many times, cause~
statecl that tt,e CIA and FBI were
problems for students.
For_
inten. 5 ted in certain students only
example, one student telephone<:
as employees a:id not making from Seattle requesting a copy of
security checks. Bovos admitted his transcripts, but we had t~ t Pll
that the CIA and FBI had
him no, that we needed a writt er.
requeste~ to see student tranrequest." .
<"
1
scripts without student approval.
Bovos said. that all requP~·v·
"I told them no, that they could
have to be wntten and that all Hii'
not see them wituout written
kept on file. In fact, all stud£:n'
student approval and that was records are kept on f~le.. B0v'.1~
that,'' he said.
said he has the acaderrm hi e of' n·
Bovos said he cross checks the very first Central studrnt.
student's signature on the request
"We do destroy some• reco• ·I.
with his signature on file.
after seven years," he saicl .
Yet there are cases where "Individual study cards, cm• '..i
student transcripts are released.
substitutions are lhe t y P"
According to Bovos,_ those cases records we destr?y.'·
are for educational purposes only.
Although he 1s not cov' n
"We do issue to advisors, for under the Freedom of Inform:; .»1
placement and advisement pur- Act, Dean Owen runs the C<i l "
poses, a copy of student academic Planning and Placement c•.·
records once a year.
The with the same strict rule :v
professors are not required to Bovos. And sometim es
send the copies back. They are tighter.
either to destroy them or keep
Owen said that when a re ~
them in locked files," he said.
is made, it has to be a wr;
Also, the personne~ involved request. Once that is mad e
with the Douglas Honors College Owen questions the moti'\
is allowed to review student behind it.
transcripts for placement and
"These files are !;et up lo
honors only, Bovos added.
students in obtaining job5 .
The registrar;s office, by law, when I get a req uec;t, I asi.
has to comply with court subpoena requestee it he is g01ri g to nv
lor student records, however aside student for a job."
from these exceptions, Bovos says
"We are not dd.ect.ivt."·
he keeps a tight lid on student simple checking can te ll u
records.
(Cont. on Pag ~ 24\
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News Notes Samuelson turns 80
Groups to meet
The Washington Association of University Students (WAUS)
and Washington Association of Students in Higher Education
(W ASHE) will be meeting in Olympia this weekend. Details
concerning the meetings can be found in the SUB ASC office.

Tution on the rise
Tuition is possibly on the rise ~gain. According to Central'~
Board of Directors the tuition would increase from $206 students
are now paying to about $230 a quarter. If the increase is
approved by the state legislature, the increase could become
effective next fall.
In 1977, tuition was $169. It rose again only last year to $206,
and is expected to increase again to $230. If and when the increase
is approved, it would be a $61 increase over the last two years.

Reading club
A disturbing fact is now facing many colleges and universities
throughout the United States. Many freshmen and returning
students cannot read at a college level, and often cannot read past
a sixth grade level. At Central there is one club that is interested
in reading and the promotion of that much needed skill. The club is
called the International Reading Association.
Some of the things the IRA is trying to do include: promotion,
professional growth, w keep abreast of current developments in
the field of reading instruction and to share ideas, problems,
methods and materials.
The club also invites speakers to address different aspects of
rt>ading, and currently the IRA is making reading games and
books to sell at the Warefair on December 10.

Emil Samuelson, retired Central
Washington University professor
and administrator, was honored
last Monday on his 80th birthday
by a surprise party in the Student
Union Building bearing his name.
More than 50 university students, faculty, administrators and
staff gathered at mid-afternoon to
wish "Dr. Sam" well as he began
his ninth decade ..
Samuelson retired in 1968, after
44 years of teaching, 36 of them at
Central. During ·his tenure, he
spent 15 years as chairman of the
Central division of education,
psychology and philosophy, concurrently serving as director of
placement. Later he was dean of
students for seven years.
When Samuelson, a native of
Port Wing, Wisconsin, joined the
faculty in 1932, Central was a
teachers' college with 300 - students. By the time of his official
departure in 1968, the college had
metamorphosed into a sizeable
complex with 6,500 enrolled.
Since his "retirement," Samuelson has played a leading role in
county, state and national associations of retired teachers. And he
continues to be a keen observer of
and participant in university and
community activities in Ellensburg.

STILL GOING STRONG-Emil Samuelson celebrates his 80th
birthday in the student Building named after him.

Soldiers need letters
There are many United States Military personnel at home and
overseas who will, this Christmas, not receive a letter, Christmas
card or greetings from home. Yet students at Central can do
something to change lhat.
Through a program called the "Military Overseas Mail," or
MOM for short, thousands of pieces of mail, primarily Christmas
cards with notes and letters of support and encouragement
included will reach thousands of lonely servicemen.
The mail is distributed all across the United States and around
lhe world, to let the young military people know that Americans
do care about them.
If you wish to write to a young serviceman or woman, or have a
fri e nd or relative in military service who would appreciate some
extra mail at Christmas, send in the name and address and MOM
will see that some mail is sent to them.
Send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Military Overseas
Mail, Box 1797; Baltimore, Maryland 21203.

SUB suggestion box
A new system of increasing the effectiveness of the suggestion
box is being initiated by employees of the SUB Information Booth.
The suggestion box is located next to the SUB Information Booth
window.
Information Booth employee Margaret Craford will now be
responsible for compiling the suggestions put into the box.
Information Booth officials say each suggestion will be checked
into and acted upon if feasible.
A notebook will be kept that lists each suggestion and the end
result. If the suggestion isn't workable, the notebook will say why.
The notebook will be available in the Information Booth . for
students to discover any concrete answers that have been found to
thier questions and suggested changes that will be made. Copies
of the suggestions, answers and changes are sent to all the people
directly concerned; John Drinkwater (Director of Student
Activities) and. the Board of Directors. Also, there will be a copy
on file in the information booth.

People
Clifton, Hogan lose election
Central Board of Trustee Chairperson, Linda Clifton and Board
of Trustee member, James Hogan both lost in their bid for public
office in the November 7 general election.
Clifton was running for the second time for the House of
Representatives in the 13th district, position number two. Hogan
was running for Superior Court Judge for Yakima County.
Both Clifton and Hogan will resume their duties as trustee
members. Clifton teaches at Ephrata High School and Hogan will
resume private law practice in Yakima.
Neither Clifton nor Hogan have publicly stated whether they
will run for office again.

Central artist on review
Central Art student Lew Harris will be showing his works of art
. DPcember l, through the 8th at the Etcetera shop in downtown
: Eliensburg.
-~
Harris' works consist of drawings and watercolors. All pieces in
~ Lhe showing are for sale. The Etcetera shop is located at 115 West
.J.th.

This Year ... INSTEAD of "fad" Items,
Broken, Out of Batteries,
.- - ~
or Disused by Ne~ _Year's~-~(f

Make it

MUSIC!

~-

our $ 519*system _gives most people everything

they'll ever want in a stereo, in features and
total sound!

ADVENT

OYAMAHA
a~

What do you really want in a stereo system? Isn't it just this: the· best possible reproduction
Then this system merits
your careful consideration.
The key to its exceptional musicality is the new Advent/I loudspeaker. It has th e
same amazingly accurate tonal balance, extended high frequency response and power handling
ability as the larger, best-selling Advent Loudsµeaker. In fact, it comes withi~ a half octave of
matching the bass performance of its big brother, at a far lower price!
But great speakers are not the whole story. This system is powered by the Yamaha CR-220
am/fm stereo receiver, with all the quality and features we've come to expect from Yamaha.
Its craftsmanship, low distortion and reliability match those of the biggest, most expensive
Yamaha models.
The natural completion of System 519 is the new Garrard GT 25P semi-automatic turntable.
Its simplicity and elegant styling place it far ahead of all competitors. Particularly important is
its low tonearm mass, which imposes no limitations on the wide-range Ortofon FF 15E cartridge.

of music, from records and radio, at the lowest possible price?

System
Price

I

$

519

*1.,cluding Our " Blue Chip Sy!;tem ·· Warranty .

Iii...

Just $85.47 Down, $21.95 A month!
Cash Price with Tax $545.47- Down Pay ment $85.47-24 Monthly Payments $21.95Total Deferred Price $612.27-Annual Perc~ntage Rate 12% ·-Upon Approval of
C1 edit-Insurance, If Desired, Extra.

STORE HOURS:

10:30 - 5:~30
!Closed Sunday)
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Dr(Jvetto named new safety
coordinator.i n Tri-cities

Page 3

'Oh God' and
'Annie Hall' slated
•
forASCfilm series

Joe Drovetto has been named what employers and employees in
Tri-Cities coordinator for Central the region's small industries need
Washington University's Safety to know about work safety and
Center, which has been awarded a health, Drovetto noted.
"I will be contacting local labor
$100,000 one-year grant by the
- also discussed.
Tuition would
U.S. Department of Labor to organizations and industries emby Becky Prieur
raise from the $206 students are
develop community-based occupa- ploying fewer than 50 persons to
tional health and safety training. find out what can be done to make
The new ASC film series for now payin$, to about $230 a
Announcing Drovetto's selec- work places safer," he added.
Winter quarter was approved at quarter. This increase · could
After those needs are identified,
tion, Dr. Duane Patton, Central
last week's Board of Director's become effective next Fall.
The board made a decision to
Safety Center director and head of Central Safety Center staff will
meeting.
the project, said, "This program develop training courses a~d
The movies for next .quarter will pay Eric Gleason, legislll.tive
will cover the central Washington gather printed resources tailored
include: "The Creature From the liason, $60 a month, the same as
area, with major . bases of to r~gional needs.
Black Lagoon" (in p-D), "Rocky the programming agency employ- ,
"One of the goals of our project
operation on the Central campus
Horror Picture Show," "Annie· ees get paid.
A base figure of $f?O for club
is to train. ~00 Vf ashington
and in the Tri-Cities:"
Hall," "Oh God," "High Anxiety,"
Drovetto has served since 1975 employees by the end of next fall,"
"Misty Beethoven," "Julia" and funding was suggested by ~Aichael
·
Golden, board member.
This
as education instructor and associ- Drovetto said.
"The Cheap Detective."
"The safety training courses and
matte~ was tabled for ·further
ate director of admissions at
Other business included reports
discussion.
Central.
He will use his materials will be offered to small
from the Residence Hall Council.
Also tabled were the ASC
background in educational media businesses 11.nd industries free of
According to the RHC, approxiquarterly
information report proto prepare safety training mater- charge," he noted.
mately 1,300 people were in
· "We are concentrating on small
posal,
the
Joint Committee on
ials for the project.
ittendance at the Casino Royale
Committees constitution presenDrovetto will open an office on enterprises, because many larger
held during Homecoming week.
tation, and the faculty evaluation
the Columbia Basin College cam- organizations have safety proThe Fall Red Cross blood survey.
, grams already set up and
pus in late November.
drawing was also a big success.
Under new business, the Health '
said.
The initial goal of the Central, operating," Drovetto explained.
Enterprises like agriculture, - Major staff at the Ellensburg There was a total of 16 pints over Education .Association (Health
Safety Center project is to find out
timber and wood production and center will be Patton and Central the expected quota of 160 pints.
Club) asked'to head the next blood
Additional reports were given drive. They will organize next
building construction will likely be Professor Ron Hales, safety
education. Central students and . by Brian Taylor, board member on quarter's blood drive, taking over
involved ·in the project.
"Central's one-year project faculty from other disciplines will the Faculty Senate, and Dave all responsibilities.
could be funded for three likely become involved . in the Thomason on the activities of
The meeting was then adjournadditional years if approved by the project next summer when re- Homecoming week.
ed and the board retired into
A possible tuition increase was executive session.
Department of Labor," Patton .gional programs begin.

CeJJtral scores
25 points higher
than national
medical·averages

Central Washington University's 1978 class · of ten medical
technology graduates have scored
near the top on a national
registering examination, university officials learned during November.
_
The average Central score on
the 200-point exam was 161,
compared to a national average of
136.
This score puts Central in the
top 15 out of 660 schools with a
total of 5828 students participating
• in the August test.
Th.e nationally standardized
exam, prepared by the Clinical
Pathologists, consists of five
I
sections covering microbiology,
immunology, chemistry, hematology and miscellaneous subjects.
Central graduates· have scored
~ above the national mean every
year since the first Central
students took the registry exam in
1972.
Dr. Rober·t Pacha, Central
biology professor and director of
the medical technology program,
explained that Central students
It
complete three years of coursework on the Ellensburg campus
before undertaking a year of
, internship with licensed medical
technologists and physicians in -the
Yakima area.
Staff from St. Elizabeth's
_, Hospital, Yakima Valley Memorial
Hospital and the Medical CenterLaboratory provide lectures, laboratory experience and frequent
• examinations during the crucial
fourth year.
·
The Yakima laboratories pro-.
cess over a half-million tests each
if year. This workload determines
the number of medical technology
students they are authorized to
train by the national accrediting
w agency.
Dr. Frederick Geisert, Yakima
chief of the Medical Center Lab
and medical director of the Central
program, said that the 52-week
internship offers each student
experience in large, highly auto• mated laboratories and rural
hospital labs, where manual
techniques· are the only option.
Program director Pacha noted
r
that an average of five students
apply for each of the 10 available
Central internship positions each
year, with selections usually being
made during their junior year.
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Coininentary and Opinion
'

Here
and There

"C'mon catch it with the left"
·' by Harold Lane
cance. In short, English is in a
mess.
Well, this is the best news I've
When I was a member of an
English class last year, I was heard in a long time. I think that
forced to write six or seven small as long as -intellectuals and
term papers. It was . necessary to professors are disgusted with the
do research. This led me to chaos in the English language, all
Central's library, where dozens of will be well. If they are ever
literary magazines were gathering satisfied-if the language is
dust. I flipped through them organized and catagorized the way
frantically, searching for authori- they want it-then it will be
tative sources which justifies harder to live in an English-speakwhatever strange subject I was ing country. The ability people
have to communicate with one
discussing at the time.
Most of these magazines were another will be reduced.
Partly, this is due to the fact
dull, extremely academic, and
intellectual to the point of being that logical systems are static, or
painful. I expected that much, of change slowly at best. A.las, the
course, but I also noticed some- real world changes in leaps and
thing else. The contributing bounds; irrationally, incoherently,
editors of these publications were in a bizarre and uncertain fashion.
very concerned about the sorry A logical language, then, will
quickly fall apart trying to
state of the English language.
_
High school students are learning . describe reality.
the language poorly; the knowOf course, there are basic
ledge of syntax and grammar is guidelines that languages follow so
collapsing; .and words are being everyone can understand one
drained of meaning and . sigriifi- another. It is suprising, thou1rh,

Greyhound

Rx·

The cure·for

college blahs.

how vague these guidelines are.
Take, for example, these two
snippets of conversation:
Two girls talking at a party:
"You doing all right?""Sorta. I got some vodka at
home, though. You want to go
home and try it?"
"Sure.
This party's dull,
anyway. Let's cut."
Or:
Two guys playing pinball:
"C'mon, catch it with the left. No,
no, don't make that center shot! .
Oh .. .'; (Ball goes down between the
flippers.) "Damn. It really
homered you that time, didn't it."
Perhaps I'm wrong, but I
believe those two exchanges are
understandable. If they aren't, it's
probably because the reader finds : ·
it difficult to visualize what is
going on. If you've never been to a
party, or have never seen a pinball
machine, then you'd' have problems.
To tho~e of you who did find it
understandable, look at the conversations again. The 'syntax and
grammar are all wrong! The
words don't have concrete, welldefined meanings, some words are
spoken which don't exist.
Sentence construction is degenerate, when there are sentences to '
construct. Even the connecting
passages are badly done.
Yet it takes no genius to figure
out what's h~ppening in the
dialogues. All it takes is someone
who's had a little experience in the
real world.
And-although I can't prove itI suspect if you made a finely ,
organized, perfectly logical sequence - of words, describing
parties and pinball, and gave it to
somebody w.ho wasn't familiar
with those vices, his reaction
would be:
"Hunh?"
That's where the professors and
literary magazines are wrong.
Communication and logic are not
concepts which go hand in hand.
In fact, at times, they contradict
each. other.

Thanks

It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesisthey won't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off, say
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a
great time. You'll arrive with money in your
pocket because your .Greyhound trip doesn't
take that much out of it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a
sure cure for the blahs.
·

I
~

L

ix~

One-

To

W•y

RoundTrip

Seattle
Yakima
S pokane
Everett
Tacoma

S 7.05

S13.40

6 Daily Departures

$ 2.85
$ 5.45
3 Daily Departures
$1 ~.80
$20.55 ' 6 Daily Departures
$ 8.90
$16.95
6 Daily Departures
$ 7.05
$13.40
6 Daily. Departures
Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
~ddress

~.

GO GREYllOlllJ

925-1177

We demand a lot of respect, us Americans. We have become
spontaneous and sophisticated enough to know that there is a lo~ of
hanky-panky in our government, and so we have come to grips
with being able to handle that kind of disappointment. We have
also begun to question such things as religion, the free enterprise
idea, and the once unquestioned practices of doctors, lawyers and
the like.
There are some questions that must be answered not by the
individual, but by the public at large. I believe one of tho.se
questions is the one of motorcycle helmets.
Under the pressure of various lobbies and special interest
groups, over a score of states have repealed , once active
motorcycle helmet laws, allowing the riders in that state to plunge
headlong down the highway with no hard protection for the head.
Ok, you say, that is nobody's business but the rider's. If he
wants to go out and kill himself, then the state should give him
every freedom to do so. And, I have no argument with that.
What I do argue with is the clean-up operation that must f~ll?w
every time a motorcyclist pits his thin frontal, pari~tal, or oc~ipiU;ll
against a GMC bumper and expects to hve. Still, it
doesn't take a great fracturing of the headbone to produce death.
It can come even with the best head protection-from the brain
simply sloshing around inside the cranial cavit~.
.
So why do motorcyclists determinedly go out mto the fray with
no protection at all on the one· part of the living organism that can
suffer the most if involved in an accident? The answer is two-fold.
There is a certain beauty in the wind flowing through one's hair-it
is a great feeling of freedom. The second' rationale is the one that
says to a motorcyclist that ~obody is going to tell him what to wear
on his head. Those are perhaps two very good reasons for not
wearing a helmet while cycling, but two very weak reasons when
compared to death. ·
According to some data extracted from studies conducted by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Association, after the repeal of
helmet laws only a little over half of all riders are still wearing
them. - Findings in the state of Kansas go this way: Forty-seven1
percent ·of the street riders are still . wearing helmets. The
Association says that the chance of head trauma at the time of an
accident is 81 percent higher for those riders without helmets.
And here's a stat that you can't argue with-the death rate is -310
percent higher for non~helmeted riders than for those who wear a
helmet.
.
If you still aren't convinced, let's look at one more ~bing. 'rhe
average biker weighs around 165 pounds, and his machine will
weigh in between 300 and 650 -pounds. That gives a total of
between 465 and 950 pounds, combin-ed bike and rider. If there
were only other bikes about on the roads, the motorcyclist
wouldn't have a lot of worries. There-are cars out there, though,
and the lightest one you're likely to encounter will weigh at least
3000 pounds. The weight ratio is unquestionably in favor of the
car.
Yes, motorcycling is wonderful. It is one of the most wonderful
feelings I've ever experienced. So, do yourself a favor. If you're
going to ride without a helmet, get your funeral arrangements
made so that your family will not have that worry. Also give some·
thought to those other bike and car owners who must pay higher
insurance rates because you want to ride without proper head
protection. Finally, consider the taxes that we all must pay for
increased ambulance and police services.
Please give us a break-you have better things to do than leave
half your head dripping from an automobile windshield moulding! .

.Campus Crier

with your work
and your votes.
We can be proud
we ran a fair,
clean and hardfought race.

Linda Clifton
Democrat

(Prices subiect to change.)

-:"'. udrey Wyant

b.Y. Lawrence Breer

helped so much

Sincerely,

Greyhound Service

~

Paid for by The Committee
To Elect Linda Clifton
'Art Allen, Jack Spence,
Charlotte Spooner,
Co-Chairpersons
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/ Applications are now being
accepted for Winter and
Spring Quarters for editor
.. of the Campus Crier.

li

Send resume and cover letter to Mass Media
-Office, Room 345, L & L.
For more information call 963-3342
963-1026.
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Keep the Faith

Letter·to the.Editor

Bev. Don Caughey
I remember my grandfather taking me on his knee and telling
me that the Supreme Court had before it a case which could make
a tremendous difference in America. It was 1954 and I was 12, but
I knew that what my grandfather, believed about Brown vs The
Board of Education went to the heart of his belief in America. The
great stain of racism was incompatible with every human value my
grandfather associated with the American Dream, and that it
wou1a end was essential to his hope for my life. He died before the
60's could challenge his faith in America, but I doubt if anything
would have been more challenging to his hope in progress than the
recent vote in Initiative 350. For all the change we see in ·24 years!
the great stain continues to be present.
Sure, there is a difference between supporting segregation as
official public policy and being·opposed to busing as a means to end
segregation. But the absense of any other suggestion about how
segregation is to be ended from the anti-busing forces leaves me
with the belief that the difference is merely whether segregation is
to be the official or unofficial policy.
·Busing was chosen as the way to integrate schools because it
would have been· much more difficult to integrate neighborhoods
and because schools are not located where they can draw an
integrated student body without busing. Education was chosen as
the avenue to address social segregation because it seemed to be
the most gradual and least disruptive way to break down the
barriers between whites and peoples of color. Perhaps it is unfair
to ask the schools to bear this burden and still produce quality
education, but that route was chosen because it seemed to be the
least inconvenient alternative. And where it has been supported,
busing has proved to be a workable and 'effective strategy.
No one complained when busing was used to get white kids to
white schools. No one made a big fuss when bus schedules made
after-school activities difficult, and it is hard to imagine that school
buses were ever devoid of psychological and physical violence.
Rural children ride buses a lot, and I rode _buses in an urban
system. When the bus was the only way to get to and from school,
it was just as "forced" as any of the present · plans.
We have learned some things about integration since 1954. No
'longer should we believe that it is the opportunity for the
"culturally deprived" to be exposed to the superior white culture.
My experience was that of coming from one form of cultural
deprivation to the enrichment provided by contact with ethnic
minorities. I hope they gained something from contact with me,
but the point of integration was to give schools political equality
within the system.
·
But what we have not learned is that the victims of racism are
all of us. If not by "forced busing," then by what other means will
we address this great stain on ·ou'r nation?

EOP report declared unclear
Dear Editor:

What, in fact, is happening to
the Educational Opportunity Program? Neither your report nor
the report in the Ellensburg
Daily Record makes clear what
has been proposed nor what has
taken place. More puzzling, still,
are the 'r easons that have been
given and not given. Surely, a
program which was discussed
publically before it was established 10 years ago, deserves public
discussion now, for the EOP has
important implications for the
general philosophy of the university. ,
From what we can understand,
the original idea of the EOP will be
perverted.
The EOP was
developed to help people who
otherwise would not have the
financial and cultural su.pport that,
regardless of their ethnic origin,
all people must have in order to
survive academically and socially
at a university. It appears that the
new program will be more
restrictive-devoted largely to ser·
ving specific groups.
If these change's are not the.
intention of the "reorganization,"
why are there to- be counselors
only for specific minority groups?
Is the assumption that only these
identified groups.have cultural and
financial problems related to high
education?
You repo~ that the current staff
of the EOP is said not to be

"accountable." The Ellensburg
Daily Record reported criticism
of the EOP because it had a high
rate of attrition. How can one be
said to be unaccountable and, at
the same time, be held to account
in such simple, numerical fashion?
The rate of attrition in the EOP
·is said to be 50 percent. This
percentage is meaningless unless
it is compared to similar programs
in the state of Washington and in
the nation. What is the dropout
rate for the entering freshman
class at Central Washington
University? Does the dropout rate
of 50 percent for the EOP mean for
the 10 years since its inception, or
is it for one year? What, then,
does "accountability" reallv mean

in this case?
Finally, you note that Dean Guy
says that the present staff
members of the EOP are "eligible"
to apply for the new positions, but
that if they do not meet the
qualifications, "their contracts will
not be renewed." Yet it is common
knowledge that the director and
the counselors of the EOP do not
meet the newly published
requirements, and these facts
were surely known to whoever
devised the new program.
Sincerely,
Rosanne Makinen
Sandra Martensen
David Burt

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offer expires Dec. 31 , 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073
tl"rl"lrvY......rvY......NY~fYw''N\fYw''N\fVYIJ'rhrvY'-'Y\NV._....ANVo.AAAJuu.S

Friday & Saturday, Dec. 1st & 2nd

Northwest

feat~r·ed

recording artist
(Artis ta label)
+ - + - + - + - + - .,_.;..

Taking a break from the studio while working
·on their 2nd album.
This week only at The Ranch!
'··~·-············································-········································

Opening Act:
Admission $2. 75 per pers.on·
Biggest and Best act
for Fall Quarter 1978

'Knots'

( Rock·n-Roll)

Doors open 7 p.m.
Music from 9:30 -1:30 a.m.

The Ranch Tavern
:;~::::Old Vantage H1way

"Your live entertainment and dancing headquarters."

962-9997

=::;:;::
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Arts and Entertain1nent

Dramaproduction viewe'd
By Peter Gries
Thornton Wilder's farce, "The
Match Maker", the Central Washington University Drama Department's first major offering of the
school year, was presented two
weeks ago in McConnell Auditorium. An excellent choice for the
openin show, it is a fast paced
comedy replete with the customary comic situations; cardboard
characters, mistaken identities,
and good-will-prevail-happy ending.
The cliche that comedy as a
genre is more difficult than
tragedy is clearly evident in this
play - and in this production. The
split-second timing so necessary
for success is so crucial that even
an experienced professional cast
will spend weeks or months in try
outs on the road before officially
opening a show.
However, the show does go, and
the show I saw two weeks ago last
Wednesday was one of the most
secure opening night performances I have witnessed at Central.
The pace faltered occasionally, but
on the whole, the production
proceeded smoothly, if not swiftly
from beginning to end. It is · a
period play, set in the 1880's in
New York. High praise is due to
SUCCESS-Horace Vandergelder (Jerry Pierce) accepts a
well-deserved compliment from Dolly Levi (Marion Marx) in the
Drama Department production of ~'The Match Maker".

Movie
of the
week

the costumers of the play; the
costumes were appropriate, occasionally elegant, and altogether .
successfUl. The lighting must have
been good - I never noticed it, or
the lack of it. The sets were
adequate, but rather spare and
barren of character. The play's
program itself, an enlarged
matchbook was very clever.
The hero, Horace Vandergelder
was ably presented by Jerry
Pierce.
His delivery, while
somewhat monochromatic, was ,
clear, strong and intelligible. As a
matter of fact, the easy intelligibility of almost all the lines in the
play was a delightful surprise. ,
The heroine, Dolly Levi, was
played by Marion Marx. Ms. Marx
'has a commanding stage presence,
but she does not seem to trust the strength of her presence, because
she layers a continual patter of
. affectations upon it. Her face is
quite beautiful and expressive but
not when consistently distorted by
archly fluttering eyebrows. She
has an excellent stage voice, low
pitched and strong, yet it becomes
grating with the constant addition
of vocalized syllables before and
after phi:ases.
Jean Clegg was an admirable
Mrs. Molloy and Rob Reynolds as
Cornelius ·was a suitable suitor.
Gary Jackson was a delightful

Barnaby - young, innocent and
obviously of, another ear. Mark
Johnson played the haughty
waiter with amiable arrogance and
Jerry Naperalski was equally
effective as both a tippling waiter
and a gruff cabman. Ermengarde
was prettily sniffed .by Debi Helm,
while Minnie Fay, the mewling
millinery maid was enthusiastically screeched by Diane Turner.
Ambrose Kemper, Ermengarde's
artist-suitor was somewhat of a
puzzle.
He was played as a
simpering fool by Chuck Abernathy, and a very good fool he was,
but at the expense of credibility.
There is very little in his part, or ·
his part in the story to play the
fool for, for me it just didn't work.
Praise must be extended above
all to Jim Hawkins, who was
a lovable little leprechaun ·of
Malachi Stack. His every entrance
worked magic on the stage, and
every gesture and word seemed to
liven the atmosphere and send
sparks of levity through the
audience. . I am slightly outraged
that in 5 years this is the first time
I've had the pleasure of watching
:tim perform. He's worth the price
of admission alone.
Editors Note: Peter Gries, Geust
Reyiewer is an assistant professor
of music at Central.

Seattle concerts

The last ASC movie of the
quarter will show today at it's
regular times of 3, 7 and 9:30 in the
SUB Theatre.
"One On One" billed as the story
of a winner, shows a young
basketball player who stands up
for his beliefs and beats the
fiercely competitive and corrupt
college-sports system. It has been
acclaimed as the "Rocky" of
basketball and one of the best
movies of the year 1977.
This movie of stamina stars
Robby Benson and Annette
O'Toole. Admission price for this
PG rated movie is $1.00.

Appearing in concert Friday,
December 1, 1978, 8:00 p.m. at
Paramount Northwest Theatre
will be Herbie Mann & The New
Family of Mann with special guest
~pyro Gyra. Tickets are reserved
at $7.50, $7.00, and $6.50; and are
available at Budget Tapes &
Records, Penny Lane, Bon Marche, Gob Shoppe, and Tower
Posters. Herbie Mann is produced
by Albatross Productions and
Br!>therhood Attractions.
Jean-Luc Ponty will be headlining a concert at the Paramount
Northwest Theatre on Friday,
December 15, 1978 at 8:00 p.,m.
His special guest will be Larry
Carlton. The reserved tickets are

$8.00, $7.50, and $6.50 and go on
sale Monday, November.20, at all
the Paramount outlets listed
above.
Jean-Luc Ponty is
produced by Albatross Productions and Trouble Tee Promotions.
Albatross Productions is
'pleased to announce a second
Heart concert in Seattle. Heart
will perform on Saturday, Decemher 30, 8:00 p.m. at the Seattle
Center Coliseum. Tickets for this
show are $9.00 advance and are on
sale now at all Bon Marche stores,
Budget Tapes & Records in
Burien, Shoreline Music on 185th
& Aurora, Bell, Book & Candle in
Bellevue, Bay Records in Bremerton, and U. District Ticket Center
in the Washington Book Store.

& Galaxy Room
Serving ;the Ellensb_u rg community
ar:id college for 37 years.

Students get
acquainted with our
complete breakfast
and dinner menu.

4 Blocks W. of

College U.S~
Hwy. 10

at Jct. of U.S.

Restaurant 962-9977
Galaxy Room: 962-9908

H~y.
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Students help out
by Mary Fridlund.
One of the main topics at
Central in the past few years has
been university-community interaction. Businessmen sponsor
the Fall Quarter hamburger feed
and local stores have drawings for
prizes. Two drama students at
Central had their own ideas of how
they could become actively involved with the community. Clayton
Doherty and Kathy McElfresh
have lent their knowledge of the
theatre to two of the local high
schools.
McElfresh spent the first part of
the quarter working with the
students of Kittitas High School in
preparation for their production of
"Arsenic and Old Lace."
She

assisted them in the technical
aspects of the show including set
construction and instruction on
make-up application.
She was
aided by Felice Green, another
drama student at Central.
Clayton Doherty took on a little
bigger responsibility in his community involvement and is currently directing the musical
production of "Lil Abner" at
Ellensburg High School.
Doherty, a senior at Central
who is majoring in Children's
Theatre, was asked if he would be
interested in directing a show at
the local high school. The teacher
who is in charge of directing shows
at the high school was expecting a
· child this fall and was unable to
direct the production herself. The

It's a
happenin'
b.y J.l!dy Daigneault .
Is this the state of the contemporary Christian music scene?
The setting: Band members wearing large crosses around their
necks; a 30 foot cross behind the drummer; the lead vocalist
extolling the following lyrics to throngs of wild-eyed messed-up
teenyboppers"Ha ve you ever though about your soul-can it be saved'?
Or perhaps you think that when you're dead you )ust stay in
your grave.
Is God just a thought within your -head or is he a part of you?
Is Christ just a name that you read in a book when you were at
school'? ...
Perhaps you'l1 think before you say that God is dead and gone.
Open your eyes, just realize that he is the one.
The only one who can save you now from all this sin and hate.
Or will you still jeer at all you hear'!
Yes!-I think it's too late."
Or, is this what's a happenin' in the Christian rock scene'?
The set.ting: Morgan Junior High School Auditorium complete
'Yit h colorful paper-mac he maps of the world placed at numerous
points on the wall; ex-hippies turned Jesus freak handing out
year-old underground tabloids; an emcee on stage telling those in
t.he audience how little they know about so'und reinforcement
(P.A.) electronics and able to lead the audience into rousing rounds
of "Praise the Lord," "Jesus is Lord," and an exuberant remake of
"Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory" featuring lyrics like:
"He's a peach of a Savior,
He's the apple of my eye ...
Glory. Glory. I'm the branches
I'm bananas for the lord."
The band: The Second Chapter of Acts, "A Band Called David"
featuring three vocalist-musicians and four back-up musicians.
The· lyrics: Along the lines of "Let the sun keep shining through
you." and "Oh, come let us adore him."
The answer to which of the two scenarios accurately depict
what's going on in religious rock?
You decide.
The latter took place a couple of weeks ·ago here in town as
described. The former was a brief glimpse of the band that
brought you the immortal classic musical pieces entitled "Rat
Salad," "Fairies Wear Boots," "Electric Funeral," and about 50
other songs that deal primarily with drugs, perverted sex, mental
disease and insanity, death, vi<_?lence and a host of other uptempo
topics-Black Sabbath.
The point of all this is that even though bands like Black Sabbath
aren't noted for the conversion of souls to Christ, bands like The
Second Chapter of Acts aren't exactly gaining widespread critical
acceptance in the mainstream of the rock and roll arena.
And that's too bad. The Second Chapter of Acts is a potentially
excellent rock band. I say "potentially" because as they are now,
they're little more than a heavy "Up With People" carnival side
show with an emcee doubling as a hawker and barker. When a
person goes to see The Second Chapter of Acts they get a middle
of the road rock show, Wednesday night prayer meeting and
Sunday School all rolled up into one event. No wonder they take
up an offering for the band instead of charging admission.
Bands like Second Chapter of Acts need to let th-e ir music and
lyrics be the message; if the music is good enough, people will see
that there's a spiritual force guiding them and if people get fired
up over it, they'll want to share in that spirit. You won't catch
Chick Corea or Stanley Clarke using performance time to
,sermonize the virtues of Scientology, nor will you find Black
Sabbath using their microphones to call forth witches and
warlocks in any Satanic Rites.
Now that punk rock has spent itself, Christian rock may just be
the Next Big Thing in rock and roll. Christian musicians are
infil.trating the rock business by, leaps and bounds. Rock is big
business and I hope they're sincere in what they say abo\lt not
being in it for the money. I also hope they'll be into it for the
music.
Or, as Buffalo Springfield so eloquently put it years ago:·
"Something's happening here
What it is ain't exactly clear...
·
I think it's time we stop, hey, what's that sound
Everybody look -what's going down ... "

principal, Al Moss and the music
director, Coyne Burnett contacted
Dr. Milo Smith, the chairman of
the drama department at Central,
and asked him if he · could
recommend a student to give them
a hand. Doherty was selected by
Dr. Smith.
Doherty chose his play with
approval of the music director.
He felt that he needed to find a
play which was easy material, had
a large number in the cast but also
something that did not take a large
number of exceptionally good
voices. Doherty chose "Lil Abner"
which has -a cast of fifty. Auditions
were held three weeks ago and
rehearsals are underway. The
students rehearse five days a
week after school usually for two
hours.
Because of a problem with stage
space, Doherty has moved his
show to the stages of Morgan
Middle School, but even there he
faces staging problems. The
lighting system at the middle
school is old and to work around it,
Doherty has devised what he calls
a comi~ strip effect. Each scene
will be handled as if the audience
were reading a comic strip in a
newspaper.
Not. only has Doherty the task of
direct.or, he also has taken on the
chores of the technical director
t.oo. Doherty will design the sets,
makeup and costumes as well as
the lighting for the show.
The show is scheduled for
performances on January 19 and
20 and January 26 and 27.
Admission will be charged, with all
performances open to the public.
The key to go~d communityuniversitv reiations is with involvment, and the students of Central
an· lending a helping hand.

REHEARSAL-Central Drama student Clayton Doherty directs his
50 member cast in preparation for their performance of "Lil Abner"

IFOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

..
VISA'

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 Nor th Mo111

925-5539

"One of the year's best. I
urge you not to miss it."

111

- JEFFREY LYONS,

"A

MUST
SEE!"
-RONA
BARRETT,
ABC-TV

TONIGHT
Time:
Sub Theatre

I

!!
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Ware fair bigger than ever
By Merry Erickson
This year's seventh biannual
Ware Fair, which will be held
December 6, 7, and 8 in the SUB,
shows many prospects of being the
best in history. There will be over
90 spaces open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. selling beautiful handicraft
items. A few of the new items that
will be offered this year are:
staiiled glass, 18th ·· century
brooms, oak furniture and oil
paintings. In addition, there is
etched glass, hand-blown glass,
wooden toys, gold and silver
jewelry, pottery, leather, photography, and much more. · There
will be continual entertainment in

the SUB Pit from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
including local bands, student
music performances, folk dancers,
belly dancers, puppet shows, acts
from Papa Johns, etc. There will
also be a generous supply of food.
Free babysitting, provided by
Kids' Night Out for children of
kindergarten age, is another new
attraction this year. Tentative
hours are from.11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Ware Fair will be a place to
shop for unique gifts. There will
be items available in all sizes and
at a variety of costs.
"Most craftsmen are aware that
the students are on a limited
budget so they try to make
miniatures and small items as well
as large items in an effort to make

Four
Winds
Book
Store
204 E. 4th

OPEN 10:QOa.m. to 5:00 p.m.

their wares affordable to everyone," stated Judy Hauck, Ware
Fair coordinator.
The Ware Fair is a prime
example of the oid saying,
"Growth comes with age." This
year's fair is almost twice the size
of the first Ware Fair held in the
fall of 1975. The first fair was a
small, community, personal l'elation-type of event which promoted
good will. Originally, all types of
products were displayed and sold.
Since then, the fair has changed
greatly. It has developed into an
arts and crafts fair for handicrafts
only. The popularity of the fair
has spread state-wide and now
craftsmen through out the Northwest come to sell their wares.

This year, the number of craftsmen participating has increased so
greatly that Judy Hauck, coordinator, decided to move the main
portion of the fair upstairs.
"There is still room," Judy
stated. "There are still fifteen

spaces for craftsmen upstairs.
Anyone who would like to display
their crafts, entertain, give a
demonstration of equipment, etc.
is encouraged to conta~t me, ·Judy
Hauck, in the Ware Fair office,
upstairs in the SUB."

Audition
•
experiences

Auditions can be nerve racking attended the Drama Department
times for prospective young auditions for the winter quarter
actors. Such was the case last production of "Cat on a Hot Tin
Monday and Tuesday of Thanks- Roof." Only eight of the hopefuls
giving week, more than 25 Central would receive parts in the widely
students and community people acclaimed Tennesse Williams play.
Director -Richard Leinaweaver
and assistant student director ,
Nancy Hansen sat through more
than seven hours of auditions with
the toughest part yet to come, how
to cast the show.
Many students had started
preparation for the auditions
months in advance. Scripts were
Excellent sanchriebes, pizzas & Mexican food.
made available to audition particiFresh S~
/ . -,,. ..
pants at the beginning af the fall
I ~
'
quarter. Many came in costume,
--',Live Music,~ -· , ·'while others brought props, some
even
had memorized portions of
,_ Fri. & Sat.
the script.
Two of the most sought after
8:00 p.m.
parts in the play were Maggie
"The Cat," and her husband Brick.
~
In the movie version of the play
·~
the roles were recreated by
Elizabeth Taylor and Paul Newman. Many young men and
women wanted the opportunity to
add their talents to the recreations
of these roles at Central.
With auditions at an end the
only thing left to do for those who
auditioned was wait.
For an
auditioning actor to wait for a cast
call can be worse than the
auditions itself.
Wednesday morning, November
23, the cast list was hung on what
is termed the "Call Board" in the
theatre. As in the case of most
auditions, some students were
jumping up and down congratulating each other while some just
walked away quietly. Some had
already started to think about the
auditions.
Those students who were cast
include: Jean Clegg as Maggie,
Chris Reinertsen as Brick, Felice
Green as Big Mama, Brian Kerns
as Big Daddy, Ken Peachey
portrays Gooper with Deanna
R-eitan as his wife Mae, Mike
Oertli as Reverand Tooker and
Jerry Naperalski as Dr. Baugh
completed the casting. Auditions
for the childrens roles were ·held
yesterday afternoon and as of _yet
have not been cast.
All cast members will now have
daily rehearsals with a short break
for Christmas vacati<>n. The
second Drama production of the
year will be offered to audiences
January 18, 19, 20 and January
24, 25, 26, and 27. The play will be
staged in Three Penny Theatre,
Barge Hall. Some say it will be the
"Cats MeQw".

eveitln~
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gifts - xmas decorations
pottery - paintings
antiques ect ...

The Etcetera Shoppe
115 E .. 4th Ave.
accepting on consignment
art, ;ewelry , ceramics , eel ...

Whatever your school needs
. might be. The University
Store has it. And if, by some
remote circumstance, we
don't have it - we'll get it!
You see we are your full

service bookstore, featuring
textbooks and a whole lot
more. From "Abacus" to
"Zagnut", The University
Store serves you, the
students, faculty and staff of

Central with the items that
you want at prices that you

can afford. Come on in,
browse, and enjoy yourself
after all - it's your store.

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Friday

8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.,
Saturday

12 noon· 5:00 p.m.

Support Crier
advertisers
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Amdal/MacDonald

Philip Amdal and Gordon , matting supplies for more artistic
Macdonald go back a long ways. works. He says community and
Friends since junior high school in student needs continue to be their
southern California, they met in main objective, however.
Ellensburg a few years ago and
Both professional photographdecided to open their own - ers, Amdal and Macdonald operate
business.
a portrait studio. Philip says the
A combination gallery, store, studio is .doing quite well this
and studio, Amdal/Macdonald Christmas season with family
Photography is that business.
portraits, students having their
According to Philip, they carry pictures taken for the folks, and
anything to do with photography- weddings.
a regular range of cameras,
Speaking of Christmas, Philip
tripods, film-plus framing and says they will be featuring many
gift items including a large
selection of camera bags, which
can double as handbags, and
professional camera bags. Also, all
the new Kodak cameras can be
found at Amdal/Macdonald's.

one
ef a fWtd
de.St'fn.5

Saturday, December 2 will be a
special "camera repair clinic.
"Come in and get your camera
checked for the holiday season, ..
said Philip. The free clinic will last
from noon tiff four, and 110
0

appointment is necessary.
Regular business hours are from
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, but during the
Christmas season they will remain
open Saturdays from 9 a.Oi. to 3
p.m.

Ellensburg Floral Shop

wuidi1z1 m~f
CU5ton L-

The Ellensburg Floral Shop,
owned by Leona and Gale Hart,
has been in business for 20 years.
Now located at 3rd and Pearl,
the Floral Shop has three
employees; Meriam Tussinger,
Cindi Botts, and Becky Robertson.
The shop has a wide array of
Christmas centerpieces, decorations, and plants for Christmas
~ shoppers, as well as their usual
selection of flowers, plants and
other gifts.
The Ellensburg Floral Shop
delivers in town and its hours are:
Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:30
. p.m. and Saturday 9:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

11lild£_

f{ue o/f~

crass.rings

Men's
C·o tton Flannel
Shirts
Only

$5

99

A Tiinely Val·u e I
Stop in and see all the fashions
for men., women, & children

Visit our ne'N gift dept. I

Sears
'

The Ellensburg branch of · or four days of the order date.
Sears, Roebuck and Company is There are some exceptions, but ·
located at 505 N. Pearl. Manager these are generally not more than
Larry Hoven has worked there for ten days ·in arriving.
about one and one-half years, but
There are 18 employees at ·
the store itself was first opened in Sears . Among them are repre1937.
sentatives Bill Gerrits and Steve
Specializing in catalog sales, the Watt. They are available to assist
store offers 24 hour telephone customers in Home Appliances
shopping service (call 925-3101).
and Floor Coverings and Home
Their regular hours are 9:30 a.m. Improvements, respectively.
to 5:30 p.m. Monday - Saturday.
Sears also maintains a Service
According to Hoven, items can department here in Ellensburg.
usually be delivered within three

Attention
collectors & Jewelry Students

OVERTON STUDIO
annual Gem Sale
All unmounted gems· 30% off
Genuine precious gems including: .
Rubies, Emeralds, Sapphires,
Diamonds, and others,
..• also Semi-pr..ecious stones.

All prices - from a few·
to a few hundred dollars.

OVERTON STUDIO

Downtown
Personalized Charge
Bankcards Welcome!

Mon. Thru Fri. 9:30 to 9:00
Sat. 9:30 to 5:30
Sun. 12 to 5

sells casting waxes, precious
·metals dnd offers custom casting
services to student or non professional iewelrs ..
For more i~formation or appointment call

. 925-3854

.•

•
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Ellensburg Floor Covering

VE .

Four Seasons
Recreational Center
,

Bob Woodke has owned Four
Seasons Recreational Center for
seven and one-half years. The
manager of the store is Hal Mason.
Also employed there are Pam
Klump and Dave Shadle.
Four Seasons is located at 116 E.
4th.
With the exception of
shooting sports, they carry equipment for every sport that is
In
included in the Olympics.
addition to their retail business,
the store operates a rental service.
Both cross-country and downhill
skis and ski equipment are
available during the snow season.
In spring they will offer water
sports and backpacking equipment.
Bicycles and related products
and ski equipment may be brought
to the store for repairs. The
service department also replaces
and repairs footballs, baseballs,
ball gloves, and various other
items.
Sports groups such as intramural teams can usually be outfitted
on the spot at Four Seasons. The
print department can customize
uniforms within a short time after
the order is placed.

Mason says of the · store, "We
have the best selection of sporting
goods in Central Washington." ·
For further information, call
925-9134 · or, stop by during
business hours, Monday-Saturday, 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. and 12:00
4:00 p.m. Sunday.

Ellensburg Floor Covering, located at 306 W. 15th Street, was
started by Lee Noyes ten years
ago. Raised in Ellensburg, Noyes
has had much previous experience
installing carpeting. Noyes has
installed some of the carpeting on
campus including the Student
Union Building and the Boullion
Library. He has also installed
carpeting for many out-of-town
customers.
Ellensburg Floor Covering offers all types of floor covering to
customers, including all kinds of
carpeting, linoleum, astro turf, tile
and countertop covering.
Noyes, who also does repair
work on carpeting, will install the
purchased floor covering or
counter top for a minimal fee.
Their regualr business hours are:
Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5:00
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday by
appointment only.

Tempco

Goose-down iackets & vests
for men and women

Mills Saddle 'n
Togs
4th & Main

Buy Back Is Open ! ! !
Button ,
Jewelers
Button Jewelers, located at 119
E. 4th is owned by Evelyn Buttons
and managed by Gaye Wood.
Purchased by Button in 1941
from Jane O'Thompson, Button
was previously located on Pearl
Street. Button was then moved to
its present location in 1953.
Buttons stocks a wide variety of
gift items including crystal, silver,
stainless and jewelry. Their
jewelry selections includes costume jewelry and jewelry with
very fine diamonds.
Button's Christmas sales have
already begun and will continue
through the shopping season.
Buttons also offers gift wrapping and engraving services. Their
store hours are Monday - Friday,
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

962-231 2

Christmas
Special!

Through with those
fall textbooks?

Record Sale
$299 &up

They're worth cash!

Back Packs
1.0% off

open 7 days a week

Skilcraft Educational Games
20% off
Christmas Wrap & Box Cards
10%.off
'--....
Canvas Tote Bags
Now$10

111 EAST 8th STREET

Special prices on. all cameras

r ;J
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Berry's
Berry's Clothing store downtown (5th and Ruby) is managed
by Dennis Cummings and employs
25 area residents. Cummings has
22 years experience in the clothing
business and has been at Berry's
since 1965.
Berrf s features a complete line
of family clothing, along with a gift
section which includes such items
as Christmas glasses, baskets,
clocks, kitchen items, and jewelry. The store also carries towels,
sheets, and other items for the
home.
Berry's will be open evenings to
9:00 for the holiday season and will
offer free gift wrapping as one of
their services. Sunday specials
will also be offered.

# I

Music Nut
On October 8, 1978, the Music
Nut opened it's doors for business

FOUR SEASONS
Recreational ·Center

11 6 E 4th

'

925-9134

for the first time in Ellensburg.
Co-owners Jeff Feris and Rick
Schatz operate the Music Nut as
an expansion store of one in
Western Washington which bears
the same nam~.
Music Nut carries stereo com. ponents, car stereo systems,
record care products, headphones,
cassette equipment, and accessor- ies. They also stock an assortment
of candles, plants, and macrame
items.
Currently, the Music Nut has a
special running on waterbeds and
accessories.
These and other
specially priced products are on
display in the store, which is
located at 718 E. 8th. The Music
Nut is open from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. Monday-Saturday. Their
phone number is 925-NUTS.

=~
;

10%
OFF
*PARKAS
*SKIS

•SWEATERS *CROSS COUNTRY EQUIP.

*BOOTS

*GLOVES

*POLES

*BINDINGS

*PANTS

*GOGGLES

*CAR RACKS

Terrace .

.W axahle Skis

Fashions

cross country

~~o

o,e\c::,

25%
OFF

Basketball Shoes
Adidas - Nike - Converse

Rossignol Ski Packagt
Challenger Skis
Leases

10%
OFF

Bindings

Poles
Mounting

SAVE

8

50

Terrace Fashions, owned by
Betti Lienhard, is located in the
Plaza Shopping Center at 720 E.
8th.
Terrace Fashions offers a wide
variety · of .w omen's fashions
including dresses, blouses and
tops, sweaters, hats, gloves,
lingerie, purses and jewelry.
Students who shop at Terrace
Fashions are eligable for a ten
percent discount when they shew
their student identification.
Terrace Fashions will also take
bank cards.
Terrace Fashions offers special
services to all customers such as
free gift wrapping and a layaway
plan. Their regular business hours
are Monday - Saturday 9:30 a.m.
- 5:30 p.m. They will also be open
late on Friday night until after
Christmas.

Dave Overton, owner of Overton Studios, is a designer and
craftsman of original jewelry. He
designs and hand makes all of his
pieces. Most of his work locally is
done with wedding rings, but he
also has a line of nationally
advertised Biker jewelry. These
hand-reproduced items are a
product of his own interest in
biking, and can be seen in "Easy
Rider" magazine.
Overton does not use wax
patterns for his work, ·but he will
do custom casting for other
jewelers. Working out of a studio
in his home, Overton will also do
casting for Jewelry . students.
In addition, he sells the raw
materials used in his work-gold,
silver, and traditional precious

Brantley's, owned by Paul
Brantley and located at 718 E. 8th,
has been selling men's clothes in
Ellensburg for 6 years.
Until July of this year, Brantley's was located in the "Plaza"
area nest to Pacific National Bank.
The store employs Mike Hiber, a
student at Central, to help with
the business.
Brantley's sells such brands as
Pacific, Van Husen, Pendleton,
Male Jeans, Bare Bottoms Slacks,
and several other well known
lines.
The store features "inflation
fighter special," with a new item
weekly at 15 percent off the
regular price. Brantley's accepts
bank cards, gift wraps, and makes
free alternations. The store is
open 9:00 - 5:30 p.m. Monday Thursday and untill 8 p.m. on
Fridays.

five years at his present location
on Wilson Creek Road. He may be
called any t.ime during the day or
evening at 925-3854 for an
appointment.

5th&
PINE
YOUR CHRISTMAS STORE
e Fine Gifts
e Children's Books and To.y s
e Christian Music, Tapes,
and Records
e Full Selection of Bibles
.e Bes.t Sellers
"Let us help you· honor Jesus Christ this season"

• Shipping installation extra • Prices are catalog prices
.
• Sears has a credit plan to suit most every need
• Now on sale in our "N" catalog and "BR", "DL" and "TB" catalog supplements

'

925-3101

925-5464

Each of these advertised it.ems is readily
available for sale as advertised.

SEARS. llOEDUC'K AND CO.

*********************
*********~
**
***
**
Poinsettas
**
**
*
Tree Ornaments *
~ *
*
**
**
Fresh
Cut
Trees
***
***
*
·Live Trees
**
**
**
Fresh Flowers **
***
**
*
**
House
Plants
'**
**
'**
**
please order .early I
**
***
<{*
*
**
WILLIAMS FLORIS.T
i
*
*~*
*: &-GARDEN CENTER
(~

{.~

(*

Fridays till 9 pm

925-3176:

~********************************:

HAPPY HO HO HO HOLIDAYS!

From CWU Auxiliary Services/The University Store/The conference Center!Housing. Services/Food Services
Housing Maintenance/Auxiliarv · s~rvices Publications/Housing & Food Seri11ces Cashiers
Senior Scholar Residence Program
·
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McCullough Mus.i c/Radio Shack
McCullough Music/Radio Shack
has items to meet every musical
need.
Owned by Larry and Mary Aho,
the store has been in its present
location at 112 E. 3rd for three
years.
McCullough Music/Radio Shack
stocks Lowrey Organs and pianos
as well as Cable, and Story and
Clark pianos. Guitars in both six
and 12 string are -available as well
as electric guitars and amplifiers.
Banjos, · ukuleles, mandolins and
debos are also sold.
·
McCullough's rents and sells
band instruments. They also sell
Realistic brand products such as
stereo system components, CB
radios eight track and cassette
tape decks and portable radios. A
small selection of records and
tapes are also available.
The TRS-80 mini home computer
is also available
at
McCullough's. In addition, if the
unit is purchased at the Ellensburg store, free tuition into the
instruction course is offered.
McCullough Music/Radio Shack
is open Monday - Saturday, 9:30
a.n:i. to 5:30 p.m.

Ellensburg Floor Covering
MERRY CHRISTMAS and
HAPPY NEW YEAR to all
Faculty, Staff, and Students.

Carpet samples and remnants
at prices students can afford.
Hours-M-F B:t~0-5:00
~at. & Sun. by appointment only

Sports Boutique

Mary and Lorraine Schnebly,
Located at 411 N. Pearl, Sports
owners of the Sports Boutique, Boutique features contemporary
started the business eight years . sports wear in Junior and Misses
ago.
sizes. This includes a wide
selection of blouses, tops, jeans,
slacks, skis dresses and coats.
They also stock swimsuits in
season.
In addition to their clothing
selection, Sports Boutique also
carries accessories such as jewelry, hats, scarfs, belts and purses.
Every Friday and Saturday,
Sports Boutique has a special sale
called "Friday Find." On Friday a
random rack of clothing is marked
down to 30 percent off.
The hours of the Sports
Wann socks, gloves, hats
Boutique are Monday - Saturday
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Friday
Jewelry - from $2.00
9:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. They will
Leather Purses
also be having special hours for
Scarves
Christmas shopping.

Wem~ dtM/,l'°'iJ!

Brighten your Holidays!
Shop at Terrace Fashions.
Christmas Gift ·Ideas

Lingerie

Gift Certificates
Student discount cards
Free gift wrapping
Hank cards welcome
Open late Friday night.

Inflation Fighter
---Special----

Al I

Lo~g

Shirts
•Sport
•T-Shirts
•Dress
•Golf
(Except ·Pendleton)

r;;--1~
I
I
t

~
BrantltJ'•

Inflation f i1httr

la Baokl

•

:Button's ·

4th Avenue and Pine Street

Williams Florist
and Garden
Center
Williams Florist and Garden
Center is run by Mark & Cathy
Williams. The Williams have had a
shop downtown in Ellensburg for
six years, with 1 year at their
present location, 100 West 8th
Street (across from Sambo's).
The firm employs four persons;
. Sharon Marr, Janet Hoffman,
Claudia Lyn, and Don Sipe.
Williams offers landscaping services, bedding plants, both green
and fresh cut, Christmas trees,
flowers, and houseplants. They
also deliver on orders of $5.50 or
more.
In-store specials and
Christmas arrangements will be
emphasized during the holiday
season.
Open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday - Saturday, Williams
Florist and Garden Center can be
reached at 925-3176.
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M~lls

Jerrol's
Jerrol's, managed by Jerry
Williams, was originally built in
1964.
, Founded by his parents in 1946,
the first Jerrol's was a soda
fountain for the returning WWII
veterans. The location was then
8th and C street.
In 1954 it was moved to its
present site of 111 E. 8th Street
(which was then the main highway
through town), a restaurant was
thought to be the most profitable
business possibility. The present
book annex was a Mobile gas
station.
The restaurant was converted .
to what is now the bookstore in
1960.
The -general reading book annex
then replaced the gas station in
1974.
Jerrol's offers a wide variety of
it.ems, including books, school
supplies, "ecords, toys, "Central"
• clothing and much more.

During the Christmas season,
Jerrol's will be having sales on
records, a large supply of gift
books, calendars, toys, and fish.
Jerrol's is open seven days a
week . . The hours are Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-10 p.m. and Saturday
and Sunday 10 a.m.-7 p.m. They
will also be offering gift wrapping
services during the Christmas
season.

Saddl_e and Togs

In the late 1880's, there was a
brewery on the corner of the
present 4th and Main streets.
Over the years, that same building
has housed a general store, a
harness shop, and two Western
goods stores. Mills Sadie and Togs
has been in operation there for 20
years.
Originally owned by
George Mills, the business was
bought in 1975 by Lan Mills.
George still works at the establishment, along with Joy Palmiero
and Cynthia Ness.
The store carries merchandise
to outfir both horse and rider;
everything from hats and clothing
to alters and skid boots for horses.
And, to keep equipment in mint
condition, Mills also maintains a
repair service. In addition, they
will be offering periodic special
sales and gift wrapping during the
holiday season.
Mills is easily recognized from
the outside. They're the store

Farrell, who wanted to display the
with the horse . at their door.
"Reuben", a large wooden horse, horse in his harness shop.
Mills is open Monday-Saturday
·was purchased with the store. He
was built in 1882 and brought to from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and
the Ki~titas Valley by W.G. can be reached at 962-2312.

.SKI .BINDING

from

M-3

STEP-IN SYSTEM

We have ...

R.EGULAR $65.00
SP~CIAL:

$40.00 -INSTALLED

WILLIE 8TQL\NCE
8porting Goods
925-2200

Christmas decorations,
fresh holly & greens, .
fresh flowers,
green plants.

( f,

506 N. Pine

307N.Pearl
Ellensburg, Washington
~~
925-4149

Dan's

Photo- Plus
Dan's Photo Plus, at 420 North
Pine has been in business for 2 and
one-half years. Dan .was formerly
with Mat.son's Camera & Sound
until they closed their Ellensburg
shop.
Dan's carries . the latest in
camera equipment and features
Kodak, Minolta, and Richo, with
Nikon products to be added
sometime this spring. /
Dan's features custom black &
white and color developing and
·will cover weddings, portraits,
freelance, and photo mugs. Dan
says, "If you want a picture·, I'll
take it." Da:n -also stresses that he
"takes his time" in developing.
Dan plans to extend his lines to be
a "full service" photo sound store.
Once his photo lines are optimized,
he will add records, tapes, and
component stereo equipment.
Christmas shoppers will find
Dan in the downtown winter
carnival with some of his better
lines. Dan also offers a student
.. discount and film f<?r classes at 80
cents for 20 e~posures. ,

offers low prices on
• Waterbeds
•Stereos
• Records & Tapes
• Gift items for everyone.
To help you ·through the holiday season the MUSIC NUT will
soon offer financing on all major purchases.

We're just across the street from the campus, so slide on down
and slip into a good deal.

Located in the Plaza
718 E. 8th
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Strange's Sporting Goods
As the oldest sporting gOocls
store in Ellensburg, Strange's
Sporting Goods store specializes in
hunting, fishing, and skiing . sup-plies.
Originally built by Willie
Strange 27 years ago, Strange's is
' now owned by Larry Rabanal and
is located at 506 N. Pine.
Stranges carries a wide variety
of all ·athletic supplies, camping
equipment, supplies for hunting,
fishing and skiing.
According to Radanal, Strange's
has a full line of ski accessories as
well as other seasonal equipment.
Strange's will mount the skies
·free of charge with the purchase of
a pair of skis. Their staff of
qualified employees will also
service everything.
· Strange's is open six days a
week, Monday - Saturday .8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Friday 7:00
a.m. fo 8:00 p.m.

King's Corner
The recently opened King's
Corner, located at 5th and Pine, is
managed by Scott Sessions. The

OSTRANDER'S
DRUG
presents Jovan Sport Scents?'1
Because life is a contact sport.
Disc.over the first fragrances as active and
alive as the people who wear them.
Jovan Sport SceAts!M For him. For her.
For all the games people play. Both
are exhilarating. Vibrant. And vital.
For indoors, outdoors.
Daytime or night.
Wear them and
let the. spirit
move you.

busin·ess is owned by Beth-El
Christian Fellowship.
In addition to a wide selection of
records, books, Bibles, and music,
King's Corner has a variety of gift
items on display. These include
pictures, wall hangings, crystal,
stationery, etched glass products,
jewelry, clocks, vases from Italy,
watercolor plaques, mirrors, and
cards. Their children's section
contains numerous children's
games, books and toys.
King's Corner will special order
items not in stock, and will gift
wrap on request. As an added
touch, they offer an imprinting
service for Bibles, Christmas ·
cards, and other items.
Beginning December 4, King's
Corner will be open Monday-Fri·
day, 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., and
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
King's Corner may also be reached ,
by dialing 925-KING.
From now until December 9,
1978, King's Corner will give a ten
percent discount on any item in
the store to any person who brings
this article with them at the time
of purchase.

-~

IIappinoss ~

Ostranders
Drug

Announcing Dec. 2nd~ ..

120 E. 4th St•
. McCullough Musi~/ ~
J,I Radio Shack Dealership ~

n·

l

So/es· Service· Rentals· Lessons
MUSIC DEALER
Cable, Lowrey and Story & Clark Pianos; Lowrey Organs;
Applause, Austin, Carlos, Conn, Encore, Harmony, lhJnez,
Memphis, Pari, Signet, Takemine, and Yamaha Guitars;
Aria, Capri, Encore, Memphis, and Pan Electric Basses;
Memphis, Regal and VT Amplifiers and P.A. Systems,
Harmony and Iida Banjos; Ludwig, Reuther, Slingerland,
Fibes, Pro-Mark, and Regal Tip drums, sticks &
Accessories; All types of band instruments, stands and
equipment.
RADIO SHACK DEALER
Complete Archer, Micronta & Realistic Lines:
AM/FM/CB Portable find Mobile Radios; Compact ana
Component Stereo Systems; Scanners; Extension and
Replacement Sp~akei:s; TRS-80 Microcomputer Systems;
Electrical Parts; Antennae; Small Tools.
FULTRON DEALER
Mobile AM/FM/CB Radios; Cassette and 8-Track Players;
Antennae; Flush Mount and Surface Speakers.
112 E. 3rd Avenue, Ellensburg, 925-2671
Larry R. & Mary C. Y. Aho, New Owners

--

..

--

•

¢lnd it's free)
.

~

:

camera.

Id

PHOTOGRWHY
206 E. Fourth Ave.

962-9500
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Casino.
The Casino-Royale held November 17 as one of the Homecoming
events. has been described as the best ever at Central, and with ·
justification. An estimated 1,300 people participated, in addition
to the near 100 students and staff who made it possbile. The casino
drew students, faculty, and alumni through its doors, not to
mention some local residents.
·
The casino was r·un with co-sponsorship by the ASC
Programming Agency and the. Residence Hall Council, and
featured major casino games and special floor shows by students
and student groups·. Fake money was used to facilitate gambling
laws, but few if any people noticed the fact after they began to win.
Losers were ·few and winners are reputed to have won
astronomical amounts. some into the billions. RHC is still trying to
determine the highest sums won.
Dave Thomason of the A.SC Programming Agency and Pam
Klein of the Residence Hall Council supervised the event.
In addition to the casino, the event was complemented by a
dance held in the SUB Theatre, the casino was in the ballroom.
RHC will hold its traditional Casino-Royale this Spring Quarter,
and as Pam Klein of RHC says, "if you think· this one was great,
just wait until spring!"

Singers to
For many people the words
"choir tour" bring back memories
of .student days, interstate bus
rides, hoarse voices and mail call.
Because they have been chosen
by several organizations, on the
basis of auditions, to perform at
events scheduled for 1979, Central
Washington University's Central
Singers will be packing their·
suitcases twice next year.
Their f.irst trip will be. close to
home, the second will take them
across the Atlantic Ocean.
The group of 65 student
vocalists, under the direction of
Central music professor E. Gordon
Leavitt, has been chosen to sing at
a springtime music conference in
Montana and at a music festival
next summer in Switzerland.
The Central Singers will perform on March 22 at the
Northwest Division Music Educaors ljonfere nee in Billings.
The choir will combine that
appearance before the five-state ·
embership of elementary, secondary and college teachers with a
spring tour in nearby states.
During May and June the
"' ~ingers will participate in the St. '
Mortiz Choir Festival. One of the
six North American choirs selected by audition to appear in the
1977 festival, they have been
asked to return in 1979.
"The st: Moritz festival is just
what I have been looking for,"
oirector Leavitt explained. Many
festivals are scheduled during the
academic year or in the middle of
ummer, working a hardship on
students because of college or job
commitments.
"The St. Moritz festival. coming
.. t the end of May, enables
students to participate and still be
home in time for summer jobs or
school," he added.
The 1979 festival will feature
Karl Richter, world-famous conductor from Munich, the English
~ hamber Orchestra and guest
soloists from Great Britain.
Central Singers will attend
workshops and receive vocal
~~aching as well as perform. One
major mass choir presentation will
be Bach's "B Minor Mass" which
the Singers will perform with two
qm her university choirs in St.
Moritz and also at other festivals
in. Switzerland, Austria. Luxemburg and perhaps .Spain.
They will round out their tour
with week of Central concerts m
Paris and London.
Central conductor Leavitt has
.come full circle with the Central

a

t~avel

Singers, '\Vhose repertoire ranges
from music of the renaissance to_
contemporary works.
He was president of the choir
while an undergraduate at Central

THE MYSTERY-COMEDY THAT TASTES
AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS

LLING
THE GREV GIEFS
OF
EUROPE?··
.
AT>~H~

From Warner Bros
A warner Commun1c~1ons Company

C)

- 1978 WARNER BROS INC

STARTS WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 6th

fi\QQAH

fAWCETT-

MAJO~

A

Columbia
Pictures
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Sports
'

Central succuTnbs to 'blizzard'
by Dave Christopher
Central was hit by two blizzards
during the Homecoming football
game. One came in the form of
·snow, the other in the form of the
University of Puget Sound. As the
snow buried Tomlinson Field, the
UPS Loggers buried the Wildcats

56-7.
UPS, looking for an NCAA
Division II playoff position, scored
one or more touchdowns in every
quarter to give Central their worst
defeat in a decade. The victory
upped the Logger's season record
to 9 wins and 2 losses. According
to Coach Parry, the Loggers were
without a doubt the best team the
Wildcats faced all season.
The tone of the game seemed to
be set right from the · opening
kickoff, as UPS' Steve Levenseller
raced 71 yards down to the
Wildcat 19- yard line.
Levenseller, who leads the
nation in returning kickoffs for the
~CAA Division II, helped set up
1 he first score. Five plays after his
return, Logger quarterback Ivy
[verson flipped a two- yard pass
: "running back Pat O'Loughlin for
:i touchdown and a lead never to be
relinquished.

Payton Lonon that didn't waste
any time getting the points on the
hoard for the Cats. Lonon threw
two short passes, the first to Brian
Maine for 5 yards and then the
yard capper to Ken Price standing
in the endzone for the touchdown.
Central's scoring drive seemed
only to antagonize the Loggers as
they came right back to put a drive
of their own toJ.rether. The drive
started on the UPS 42 - yard line
and ended in Central's end zone as
quarterback Dan Moore hit his
split end Randy Moon on a
21-yard pass play.
The UPS
score came with just 1:35 left in
the half to make the score at
halftime UPS 28 Central 7.
It ·was the second half where

Missing the services of their
leading rusher Homer Barber,
Central fought hard dispite the
conditions. But to no avail was
UPS going to be denied, as the
Wildcats ran into a stout Logger
defense and a very potent Logger
offense.
UPS scored over and over again
as they converted 8 out of their 13
possessions into touchdowns. Five
of UPS's TD's came through the
air, the other three were on
rushing plays as the Loggers
rolled up 470 yards in total offense.
While UPS put 14 points on the
board in the first quarter, Central
was held scoreless by an obstinate
Logger defense. The Wildcats'
offense was virtually shut off as
they were held to only 10 yards
rushiug and one first down via a
penalty.
It was in the second quarter
trailing 21-0 that Centrb.l was able
to get on track with a 72 yard
scoring drive. Senior quarterback
Jon Mu!'tin engineered the majority of the drive as he moved the
Wildcats from CWU 28 to the
UPS 11 - yard line before leaving
the game after being shakened by
a tackle.
It was back-up quarterback
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by Greg Kulczyk

It was a rotten finish to a stellar
season. As most know, the Soccer
Club lost the first game in the
league playoffs November 18. The
weather-blizzard conditionsand poor luck when shooting,
attributed to the 3-1 defeat to

in Ronald
Sa tu rdoy,
Dec. 2nd

wsu.
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Commenting on next season
Parry said, "We've got a lot of
good kids coming back. Maybe
next year it'll be our turn to kick
some sand in somebody's face."

The final score came in the
fourth quarter when Logger Mark

Central kicks fall short ,
Wash State wins 3-1

,...................................................
''
''

i

Crook ran 5 yards around left end
for the touchdown. The score
capped 16 - play 82 - yard drive ~ '
by UPS, thus finalizing the score
and the game.
The loss gave Central a season
record of 3 wins 6 losses, but in .
conference play the Cats ended up
at 500 closing out at 3-3. Senior
Jon Martin, closing out his career,
led Central with 87 yards rushing
and 77 yards passing for 161 yards
of the Wildcats' 271 in total
offense.

things really broke loose for the
Loggers and fell apart for the
Wildcats. What chance Central
had to climb back into the game
was mauled hy turnovers, as they
fumbled four times-all of which
UPS recovered. Two of Central's
fumbles came within the UPS
20 - yard line, extinguishing Wildcat drives. UPS had possession of
the ball three times in the third
quarter as they converted three of
the fumbles into touchdowns. The
last score of the third quarter
came on a 65 - yard pass play from
Moore to Moon to make the score
UPS 49 Central 7.

(Montana beat Idaho in the
l)ther playoff game but Saturday's
snow forced cancellation of Sunday's consolation and championship finals. Pending word from
league headquarters, Idaho and
WSU will either play at a later
date, be declared co-champions or
WSU, because of its better record,
would be champs.)
For two w~eks, the Ch.1b had
hoped to meet WSU and reverse
Central's only loss, 4-3 November
5 in Pullman. It looked like the
ciub would do just that in the first
half, but again and again Central
shots sailed wide-high or right at
the WSU keeper.
The Club
out-played, out-hustled, and outshot State in the first ha!J. With
the breaks, Central migi1t have
been 3 or 4 goals ahead at the half
instead of the tie at zero.
Winger Cary Davidson echoed
this, "We blew it a million times."

He said, "We took it to them in the
first , half; there were many
opportunities."
lt was Davidson who scored
Central's only goal, tying the
match one-all midway through the
second half. If luck was to now
swing in Cent.ral's favor. all signs
were there. Davidson-who wears
jersey number 11-scored his
eleventh goal of the year-tying
the game at 1 to 1 (11)-which
started at 11 a.m.

But the Cougs scored twice
more, one goal was a great shot,

Gridironers finish
with a ''1new''
For the third straight year,
Ct·ntral Washington University
finished with a football record of
3-6 overall and 3-3 in F.vergreen
Conference play.
The Wildcats concluded their
1978 season Saturday by losing to
Puget Sound 57-7. It was Central's
worst defeat since a 61-7 loss to
Boise State in 1968.
Central did, however, win three
of its final five games, and used
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RAMJET good boogie band lots of originOI
rock
Next week - RESTLESS Back by demand. Real-/y good
rock and roll.
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.
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several freshmen and sophomores
in tht> process. The Wildcats will 1
havt> 16 starters returning next
year.
One pf the team's biggest losses
will be lineback Rick Harris, who
has been named to All-District and
All-Conference teams the last two
seasons.
Leading the list of returning ,... .,.
offensive players will be Homer
Barber, who topped Central in
scoring and rushing. He scored six
touchdown's for 36 points and 4
collected 546 yards <>=i 123 carries.
He missed the last game of the
season because of a leg injury.
Central's top receiver, Chris f
Olsen, also will be back. He caught
16 passes for 245 yards in seven
games. He missed two contests
because of a leg injury.
•
Defensively, the Wildcats have
nine starters returning including
cornerback John Willis, who led
the team in interceptions with
fqur.

-:

: Bands to finish the quarter:

t

the other cheap. The cheap one,
with five minutes left in the
contest, was the back breaker and
the Club couldn't get back in the
game.
Ron Button spent a frustrating
afternoon in goal. With weather
conditions as they were, footing in
the goal-mouth was not the best
and on WSU's third goal (that •
cheap one), Button slipped or he
would have made the save easily.
But what could have been
wasn't and the last trip home was
undoubtably the longest of the
year.

•
Member Million Dollar Round Table

Personal & Business
Insurance

I m-a111 I
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

42 8 N. Sprague

.
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Winning three out of -their . last five ·games, varsity football
ended with a 3-6 record, 3-3 in conference. The cats will
have 16 starters returning next year to build on.
Central's soccer club made the

Fall Spo·r ts

playoffs with a 9-1 record,
but was defeated 3-1 by WSU,in the
five goals a game while allowing
opponents an average of one
goal a game.

Women's volleyball ended the season with
a 21-11 record. In a building year, the
team learned basic strategy and plan for
a better team next year.

Over thirty teams· fought for the honor of being the
f

-

top intramural football squad.

photos by george may

Upsets were

staged in snow, sun, sleet, and rain as unfavorable
we·a ther greeted playoff-bound teams.
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ock ~ lk
hY- Dave Christopher
L-Simon Fraser 21-16; ·L-Oregon College of Education _41-17;
L-Eastern 21-16; L-Chico State 24-11; W-Eastern Oregon College
28-14; W-Southern Oregon College 17-10; L-Western 23-7;
W-Oregon Institute of~ Technology 21-9; L-University of Puget
Sound 56-7'.
For the third year in a row the Wildcat football team has
finished with a record of 3 wins and 6 losses. Coach Parry does not
feel that his club's record is a true representative of the talent and
.
potential the t~am · had.
' There were two factors that seemed to hamper Central
t hroughout their season. The first ·was their tendency to commit
t he t urnover. Parry feels his team would have beaten Eastern,
Western and Chico State without the turnovers. Against Eastern,
Central had four turnovers, as they fumbled once and had three
interceptions. In the. Western game, Central had three fumbles,
and against Chico State, the Cats turned the ball over six times
with four interceptions. and two fumbles.
The second factor was the failure of the Wildcats to develop an
established passing game. Central did throw the ball, but it never
developed into a consistant regular occurrence. Central, for the
most part, was known·for their running ability as the Wildcats did
have a good ground game. Parry feels that having an established
pasSing game would give the offense a double threat, thus making
the Cats a better team.
·
One of the more positive points for the Wildcats was the play of
their defense.. After the voung defensive secondary settled down,
the Wildcats'.defense seemed to solidify into a scrappy, toy.gh unit.
According to assistant coach Preston, the Wildcats before the
UPS game had the number two defense in the NAIA District I
division. Central might be losing one man from the starting
secondary in senior O.za Langston, who claims he has another
year's eligibility. So if everyone returns, the Cats should be solid
in that department of defense.
. Offensively, Central will be losing three seniors from their
starting line and a good back; Ken Price. But the Wildcats will
have their leading rusher in Homer Barber with another year's
eligibility and a good quarterback in Payton Lonon coming back.
Pa'rry mentioned that in recruiting for offense, he will be looking
·
for receivers to help develop the passing game.
Despite losing a good crop of seniors, the Wildcats are a young
team and can loo'k forward to an ever improving group-0f fresbmen
and returnees. Two freshmen players Parry must be pleased with
· are defe~sive back Ron Gunner and offensive running back C. D.
Hoiness.
This reporter concurs with Coach Parry's analysis that the
team's record did not reflect the potential of the team. And if next
year's team.can avoid the turnover, the Wildcats will be a team to
be .reckoned with in the Evergreen Conference.
The Crier's Sports Department would like to congratulate the
following members of the Wildcats that received All-District
honors. Rick Harris-linebacker, Pat Murray-defensive lineman,
Oza Langston-defensive secondary and Dan Hanika-offensive
lineman.
As you might have heard, Central's cross country team failed to
qualify any runners to the Nationals in Kenosha, Wiscqnsin. This
came a·s a surprise to Coach Arlt who felt his team had a pretty
good chance. Arlt said that all his runners did fairly well except
for his two top men. Arlt was referring to Mark Brown and John
Freeburg. Brown placed 30 in a time of 27:51 and Freeburg
finished 15 with a time of 26:49 at the District I meet in Walla
Walla. Arlt speculated that the temperature 20-25 degrees and
the hills were a frustration for Freeburg and Brown, and they got
down mentally and becaine too conservative and thus had poor
performances. Despite his team's showing at the District I meet,
Arlt says he is not disappointed. "We had a good sea~on; we were
young and had a long way to come. I'm pleased with the year._
Some of the kids are disappointed, I. know Mark and John are, but
we had a good rebuilding year," reflects Arlt.

-----.......
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VarSity
drllhs
Alumni
104-82

-

Central Washington -University
basketball has always been exciting and competive and after last
. Tuesday night's 104-82 drubbing of
the Alumni, which had four
talented ineligible varsity players
on the squad, this year is going to
be no exception. The Wildcats are ...,
loaded with talent and are just as
·strong this year as they have ever
been. · Credit has been given to
coach · Dean · Nicholson for one of ._,
.#· the best recruiting years in the
~ school's history.
UP FOR TWO-Eugene Banks tips an errant shot in for the alwnni.
The Wildcats got off to a slow
(Photo by George May).
start and trailed 21-20 before Cf'.,
going on a 10-1 scoring spurt to
open up a 36-22 lead. The Cats
were pretty much in control of the
game from then on as coach
Nicholson used his substitutes
frequently, although the alumni
Can a life
did close the lead to 8 late in the
second half.
insurance agent
One of the main reasons that the
tailor a plan Jo
Alumni stayed as close as they did
was because they had four of
fit my individual
Nicholson's ballplayers. Ray
needs?
Orange, Sammy Miller, Eugene
Banks, all ineligible until the end
of the quarter and Michael ,,
Bryant, who is out till next year,
played for the Alumni and
contributed heavily. The game
looked much like an inter-squad
game or scrimmage as all four
players were on the court tog~ther
Your Northwestern agent can.
much of the time. But Coach
He'11 help analyze your
Nicholson did a good job in getting .,. ,
this team ready for the opener as
circumstances so you end up
the Cats brqke the century mark
with just the right _plan.
and played a very sound ballgame.
Joe Holmes led the way in
scoring and rebounding for the
·Richard N. B~rndt and Associates
Cats as he finished with 22 points
1888 Building, Suite 201, .5 th & Pearl
and 12 rebounds. He was followed
Ellensburg, WA 98926
by Dennis Johnson and Steve
Office [509] 925-6931
Thorson with 15. Gary Hollins
with 10, Jerome Collins and
. Roscoe Seimon 9, Chris Coley 7,
Tony Giles 3, and Wayne Floyd, c,Greg Rance, Brian Hagbo, Dale
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE • MILWAUKEE
Smith each scored one basket.
Smith also had 11 caroms for the
night.
The Alumni were led by the 18
points of Randy Sheriff, former
starting. center on last year's •
ballclub. Ray Orange was next
with 15 points, followed by Sammy
Miller's 12, Charles Wilson had 11,
Carl Whitfield 10, Eugene Banks 6, ..
Tom Enslin 4, and MiChael Bryant
and Tom Powers finished with two
each.
If you _plan on watching "
Wildcat basketball this year, you
had better attend the early games.
The Wildcats will be at home
three times in December, five •
times in January and only once in
February. The Cats have eight
games on the road in February.
Although the weary road schedule
at the end of the season will not
help the Wildcats, it does have its
advantages. Ray Orange, Sammy
Miller and Eugene Banks will be '
eligible December 15. Chris Olsen
a starter from last year's squad, is
finished with football and has ·also
rejoined the team and finally Greg
Arlt, another starter from last
year, is out with a back injury and
hopefully will be back soon. The ,
Cats' next action at home is
December 2, · against Whitworth
and December 6, against Pacific
Lutheran University.
¥

The Quiet Company®
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Playoffs at 3 p.m.

Top Intramural teams to meet
By Lynn Daltoso
Snow or no snow, football
playoffs are scheduled to be played
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
of this week with 3:00 games.
After six weeks of passes,
interceptions, touchdowns, wins,
losses, and forfeits-the top six
teams have been determined by a
point system. In order they are:
Rip City (0 league); Spiked
Punch; and Phallus Cowboys (both
B league).
Contests will see Rip City vs.
Phallus Cowboys, Wrestlers vs.
Spiked Punch Bunch, and Aerial
Circus vs. Bad Knees Bears.
It was a crucial game last week
when Aerial Circus defense
stunned The Best Team. Even
though Circus could only come up
with 8 p<>ints, it was good enough
for a win. And that's what counts.
Offonsively, quarterback Jay
Garcea threw to Dean Erickson for
the touchdown and point after.
But defense was the key to the
. game. Outstanding line play by
Brian Petty and Gary Willette
throttled The Best Team twice
inside the 10-yard line• . Other
key players were Dan Coselman,
Cassidy B_rothers, Mike Stewart,
Gary Collesen and Jim Taylor.
In another game, the Circus
blasted Freddie's Underwater
Cement Kleaners 14--6. Garcea
took over the game running 2
touchdowns and making 2 interceptions. Brian Heyntsen made
the extra points.
Looking forward to the playoffs,
the Circus believes it's a long way
to the top, but they think they
have the acts to get there. ·
T,he Wrestlers held Madingo
20-0, anr1 took a forfeit from Don
Kroll Jr. Freddie's Underwater
1

.Cement Kleaners took a . forfeit spiking OB Method and Aztecas.
from We Will Win, and Golden Al-Monte defeated OB Method
and C. Moore Butts. Aztl!cas beat
Rods from Don Kroll Jr.
University Village had two victor- The Smashers but The Smashei:s
ies last week beating The Best came back to hit Davies I, while C.
Team 14-4 and Arthritis In Moore Butts and Davies I both
Action 14-0. But Arthritis came downed ROTC.
back with an a-:.7. victory over
With Clowns, Airheads, and
Madingo.
'
Loose Screws running around, you
In a playoff berth for "B" league, can· be sure there is plenty of
P~us Cowboys ran over Music
Nut 16-8. Jerome Gotz threw one
TD in for the Cowboys and Rob
Hallum caught another. •
Rip City dominates it all after
knocking off T.C.O. in a close 8-0
game. Scott Smith to Pat Phelan
was the combination for the
touchdown, with Pat • Armstrong
adding the extra points. Interceptions were made by Joe Coluccio
and Armstrong.
Jeff Nickel led the defense for
T.C.O. making 2 interceptions, one
being at City's goal line. Jeff
Hubbard also had some great defensive plays.
In · other contests it was Muff
Divers romping on Meisner Frosh
34-0 and winning Slime Suckers
by yardage. Quigley defeated
Muzzall 38-8 and StephensWhitney (The Clones) 14-0.
T.O.C. took a forfeit from Meisner
Frosh, After Burners tackled
Muaall 24-6, and Bad Knees
by Greg Kulczyk
Bears ended it all with a ·ao-zip
victory over Stephens-Whitney
. (The Clones).
The volleyball teams are moving
right along with plenty of
excitement.
6 'Paek & Three had two
victories last week downing The
Super Scrubs .and Tequila Kids.
Bad Company had a bad week
getting hit by Student Affairs and
Tequila Kids.
...________
"B" leaS'llers . saw The Stuff

excitement in "D" league volleyball.
Anonymous had three victories
last week beating The Airheads,
Quick Quigley Quadrapecles, · and
Return Of The Clowns.
The Quadrapecles defeated Car·
mody-Monroe and Davies II.
Downtowners downed Mark's-

Who Knows Whats? but lost to
The Loose Screws and The
Airheads. Overloadies smashed
Davies II, Return Of The Clowns
beat Screws and Airheads, and
Mark's defeated Overloadies and
Carmody-Monr..oe. The Screws
took a forfeity from Overloadies;
while Davies II took over
Carmody-Monroe.

After splitting its first two dual Central was ahead 16-13 after
matches and participating in an Tony Ledbetter won his t58 lb.
equal number of tournaments in match 27-3, but couldn't hold.
the last two weeks, the Central Simon Fraser took the next three
wrestling squad hosts powerful weights, two by pins, for 15 quick
Portland State tonight. Portland points to push Central down 28-16~
State, the first of nine home Wilson's six points via a pin at 4:26
matches (8 dual and the Central only lessened the margin.
A tie for second behind NCAA
Tournament February 17) will
kick off a great home schedule powerhouse Washington in the
which included PLU, Eastern, and Clansmen Tournament November
Washington State. · ·
25, was made possible by the
Tonight's 7:30 contests at the biggest and smallest Central
Mike Wilson, unlit'avillion is .high-lighted by the ·wrestlers.
mited, and 118 pounder Sam
battle in the heavyweight class.
Central's Mike Wilson has been Segawa both took their weights.
beaten by the Portland heavy- Wilson's first was his third such
weight the last two times they've finish at the Clansmen Tourney.
met. Wilson, 2 and 0 this young Tony Ledbetter, 158 lbs. and Ron
year, doesn~t expect the results of · Ellis, 126 lbs. added points with
Thursday's confrontation to be the second and third place finishes,
respectively. Central's 39 team
same .
Central defeated U. of British points was far behind the Huskies
Columbia 28-17 but lost to Simon 75. (Washington had four firsts·
Fraser 28-22, both matches were and five seconds).
on November 24. Against B.C.
After Portland, the squad
Central winners included: Greg participates in two tournamentsHart, 118 lbs., 7-0-Dave Hoffman, December 9 at Eastern · and
150 lbs.,. 15-3-Mark Cavanaugh, December 17 at the U. before
158 lbs., 19-2-Chris Jones, 177 Christmas break.
January 4,
lbs., pin at 2:40- and Mike Wilson Central hosts British Columbia
received a forfeit.
and the next day Pacific Lutheran,
In the loss to Simon Fraser,
both at Nicholson at 7:30 .p.m.

Wrestlers split two,

. battle
Portland

tonight

.FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
BOB STANCIK

CENTRAL

BOJJ STANCIK, a 6-1, 185-pound junior from
Kennewick. A starting linebacker the last two
years, Bob Stancik was named the Miller Sports
Award Football Player of the . week for his
performance against the University of Puget Sound.
Stancik was in on 10 tackles and intercepted a pass.
Stancik is one of several starters who will be back
next year.
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Nationals
By Sid Browne

/

Some seven hundred hockey
players representing 28 clubs and
16 collegiate teams came to town
last week for' the biggest gathering of field hockey talent in the
nation.
The 56th National
Women's Field Hockey (USFHA)
competition and the
fourth
National Women's Intercollegiate
·(AIA W) play got underway on
Tuesday with five days of
competition at Nicholson Pavillion.
The cold and snow did little to
stop the vigorous play that was
seen on the four hockey fields.
Banks of piled snow, which
· covered the whole area on Sunday,
framed the hoc.key fields, their
players and the crowds giving a
wintry chill to the hearty souls
doing battle and fans watching.
The girls playing had the
advantage taking on warm glows
as play progressed.
For those who have had only a
limited exposure to field hockey
and only to the games in the
Northwest, it was a chance to see
fast action, split second timing and
stick accuracy beyond anything
seen before. _Guys, this is a rugged
and exciting sport every bit as
exciting as soccer or football with
some of those iirls being in better
condition than half the football
team.

At the same time this sport
places continued emphasis not on
winning but playing well and
developing fitness, friendship and
fun.
The girls showed this spirit time
and again during tournament play
taking hard spills and bruising
knocks; still giving opponents a
hand up, a well done, a pat on the
back, and no verbal tirades.
Throughout the week, collegiate
teams and later U.S. Club Teams
met and clashed in the two ·
sep~rate tournaments.
Teams
from eastern field
hockey
strongholds like Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Connecticut,
and
Virginia were there. Strong teams
also came
from California,
Missouri, Massachusetts, and
Southern Illinois.
The Tournaments came to an
end on friday and Sunday.
Pennsylvania's West Chester
State College, already three time
National Collegiate Champions,
won in AIA W competition· and
Philadelphia took first place in
USFHA competition showing the
solid strength of the East Coast.
The National, in coming to the
Northwest, have brought attention to the sport; and in 1980 field
hockey will be an Olympic sport
for the first time selecting a team
from . top club and collegiate
players throughout the nation.
We'll see a lot more from this
sport.
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SKI CLUB MEETING

The last Ski Club Meeting for
the quarter will be Tuesday,
December 5, at 7:00.
New
members are encouraged to come,
come and bring a friend.

AGERMAN
CHRISTMAS PARTY
A German Christmas Party is
scheduled for Sunday, December
3, 7:00-9:00 p.m:> in the Grupe
Conference Center. There will be
carols, cookies and candies.

FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS FOR WINTER
QUARTER 1979

MEXICO PARTICIPANTS
There will be an orientation
session for all students participating in the CWU Mexico
Program, Friday, December 1 at
3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the Language
and Literature Building, 106D.

Applications for Winter Quarter
financial aid must be in the Office
of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid, 209 Barge Hall, by
December 1, 1978.

Vista recruits volunteers
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For one year Mark Leader lived
day in and day out with the poor,
destitute and forgotten, without
ever leaving the United States.
For one year Mark Leader was a
VISTA volunteer. Mark says the
experience he gained was tremendous. Today Leader is . seeking
applicants to fill approximately
2,500 volunteer openings that
begin this year and next throughout the United States and in 65
overseas developing nations.
The 25 year-old recruiting
representative from the Seattle
Peace Corps/VISTA recruiting
office, will be providing information in the SUB Pit from 9 A.M. to
4 P.M.
One of the major changes in the
recruiting process, according to
Leader, is that students are
encouraged to apply now for either
the Peace Corps or VISTA even
tho-ugh they may not graduate for
six to nine months.
"This allows the Peace Corps to
make an earlier response to each
applicant as to whether or not they
have been accepted, .and seniors
can then make their post-graduate
plans accordingly," he said.
Early applicants also have a
better cht.. :-ice of being accepted
into the programs, Leader said,
because both programs prefer to
fill openings with applications that
are on hand rather than .face a
delay and wait for new persons to .
apply.
Leader said that one of VISTA's
goals is to promote self-reliance
within poor United States communities by placing volunteers
who will work to form community
action groups that address local
issues.
Leader said he worked in the
Tacoma area as a housing
specialist, did home repair, and
worked on state housing committies and wrote grants.
"I worked as a catalyst," he said,
"I went door to door for input on
what needed to be done and then
organized the community to get
it done."
Leader admitted that he only
obtained minor results. "I was not
able to change the world, but I did
succeed in changing a negative
attitude and fostering a sense of
community."
Other VISTA's will continue to
work on projects that involve
improvement of health care
facilities, energy conservation,
business and economic development, legal services, housing '
rehabilitation, tenant's rights,
youth counseling and tutoring
programs.
He said that people with liberal
arts degrees or those who have
degrees in the social sciences,
business, education, Spanish,
health, and social work are most
likely to be accepted as VISTA
volunteers.
Currently VISTA has approximately 4,500 volunteers serving
in 50 states and in Puerto Rico, the
Virgin islands, Guam, and American Samoa.
The Peace Corps is also
experiencing a revitalization,
according to Leader, with nearly
7,000 volunteers serving in 63
developing countries.
Negotiations are underway for volunteers
to begin serving in several other
countries, including Tanzania and
India.

Leader said the Peace Corps is
emphasizing programs where volunteers assist people in meeting
basic human needs in food, water,
shelter, health, and education.
He said that the Peace Corps is
still seeking college graduates
with degrees in math, the physical
and life sciences, engineering,
business and business education,
English, French and Spanish,
education, health, technology and
industrial education and many
other fields of study.

Any applications received after
December 1 will be considered for
Spring Quarter, 1979, only.

Both programs v ·ill continue to
need highly skilled volu.nteers for
some projects, he indicated, but
greater emphasis is not being
placed on individual motivation.
Peace Corps volunteers serve
two years, while VISTA volun.teers serve one year.
Both
programs provide a monthly living
allowance, travel costs, medical
coverage, cultural and language
training where necessary and a
cash readjustment bonus at the
end of service.

TOP NORTHWEST,...~ . ,.NJS
CONDUCTING 'l'm,,-.:.\AY
CLINIC
The Career Planning & Place·
ment Center has information
available concerning the ir.terviews to be held during the
Holiday Season in Seattle. An
Employment Interview Guide has
been pt·' ':'ished, providing a brief
description of each participating
company and the employment
opportunities each offers.
~·· .
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963-3200
24 hours a day

Telephone
unseline
Marriage, Divorce
Family and Friends
Tape
Common marital problems and
how to handle them
Fighting fair in marriage
Parenting skills
Planning for children
Death of a marriage
Divorce
Dealing with the realities
of divorce
How to cope with a broken
marriage
Dating skills
Becoming independent from
parents
Things to consider in looking
for a mate
Friendship building
Helping a friend
Becoming open to others
•
Fighting constructively
Types of intimacy
Contracts in intimate relations
Example of contract building

ape
Proaram
Call 963-3200 and ask to hear the
tape of your choice.

75
74
77
76

82
80

BASIC MENTAL
HEALTH
INFORMATION

81

83
18

SUGGESTIONS ON
HOW TO HELP
YOURSELF

478

71
1

90
16

5
3

411
412

For information or appointment
with a professional counselor phone
963-1391 .
COUNSELING &
STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT

cwu
Tape
Female sex roles - Changes and
stresses
Male sex roles - Changes and
stresses
Physical intimacy
Female homosexuality
Male homosexuality
Dealing with frigidity
Dealing with impotency
Timing problems in male. sexuality

39

20

21
22
23
24

300

Tape

Suicide
Recognizing suicidal potential
Helping someone who is suicidal
Death & dying
Understanding grief
Coping with stress

Self- Improvement

Sponsored by
COUNSELING &
STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT and
AUXILIARY
SERVICES

491
492
493
84

85
38

Tape

Relaxation exercises
37
44
Learning to accept self
Increasing self-awareness
34
Building self-esteem and confidence 35
Self-assertiveness
402
How to say 'No'
10
Expressing negative thoughts
6
Dealing with constructive criticism
7
36
The value of self-talk
What is therapy?-How to use it
61

Alcohol

Tape

Early signs of an alcohol problem
Responsible decisions about
drinking
Dealing with alcoholic parents

Feelings

40
4

Tape
Burglary prevention
Retirement

SUE LOMBARD
ANNEX

Crisis

160
161

479
Tape

Anxiety & ways to cope
Infatuation or love
How to hand le fears
Dealing with anger
Understanding jealousy
What is depression?
How to deal with depression
Depression as a lifestyle
How to deal with loneliness

301

•

-30
70
33

8
9
431
432

433
32
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CAMPUS CRIER

Nov. 30, 1978

Other trustee business heard
(Off Pagel)
business and college persons who
raised money ·for a Central
scholarship fund.

Accepted the resignation of
Rodney Lalley as director of
alumni affairs, as of October 31,
and appointed Gail Jones as acting

* Farm Fresh 2%

(Off Page 1)
request for students' files are
above board," Owen said.
Owen said that if there is any
question at all about the request,
checkups are made.
"Usually the requests we
question are from relatives th~t
would like to have the students' '
files," he said. "It is usually a
student behind the reque_st.''
Unlike the registrar's office,
Career Planning and Placement
does not allow students to see
their confidential files· directly
after a request.
Because confidential files contain closed letters of recomendation about the student from staff
and faculty, those same staff and .
faculty members are told of the

* Fai-m Fresh
Grade A
70e 1/2 gal.

* Past/Homo milk
72~

% gal.

·i Winegar'-s

i.
f

DRIVE l'N

Open
Mon.-Sat.
l p.m. to 7 p.m.

419

:
:

.

w.

i

Food
coupons
accepted

.
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a

~

!

Johnson's Auto Glass I

...................... .

million total figure awarded to 316
colleges ahd universities throughout the United States.
Most of the grants will be used
for planning, implementing, or
expanding existing cooperative
education programs.
Federal funds may be used for
personnel, travel, and other
authorized administrative costs.

:t

strators to see student files, but
refuses access unless it is
employment orientated.
"Graduate assistantships are
considered employment." he said.
Under those circumstances
faculty and administrators are
allowed access to student files.
Owen does admit that out of
thousands of legitimate requests
for files, some are issued that
shouldn't be.
"Within one year, about 20 are
given out that should not be,"
"Those are from
Owen said.
students that have graduated and
want their files, closed letters and
all.'"
Registrar Bovos summed his
and Director Owen's attitude on
the security of student records
when he said, "I am always
worried about the confidentiality
of records and their security. I
guess I have to worry .about
something and that's a good thing
to worry about.

-------!,I. •
I - -·S-upport
I
Roof Vents and _.
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I
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I
Pick-up Duo Vents Installed.
I ·1
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1
Richard S. Calkins
413 N. Main Street ! I
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15th-925-1821
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request and can have their letter
removed prior to student review.
Owen said that such a procedure
.protects the writer, as well as the
student.
He explained that employers are
more likely to hire students from
confidential files with closed
letters of recommendation. And if
a student is able to read the letters
then employers are not so likely to
take that file seriously.
"Student files are only for hiring
purposes and aside from letters of
re~ommendation, no professor,
administrator or anyone else may
place anything in that file 'without
prior student approval," O_wen
said.
, Owen stated he does get
requests from faculty and admini-

Auto Glass and Upholstery

Located Just 8 Blocks We:t__J
of Nicholson· Pavilion
·

~

.

Records kept confidential

milk 72e 1h gal.

J

Central gets money

director, effective November l
through August 31, 1979. Garrity
informed the board he would post
Central Washington University
the position immediately for has been awarded $46,461 by
applications.
HEW's Office of Education to
Appointed Frederick J. Daven-. support programs allowing stuport as bookstore manager. He dents on-the-job training while
was formerly the book department going to school.
manager at Utah State University.
The awards were made under
Appointed Mike McLeod as a the Cooperative Education Propart-time instructor in . Leisure gram.
Services for the 1978-79 year.
Central's award is part of a $15
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HELPED

wANTED.

KITCHEN, HOSTESS &
DELIVERY PERSONNEL
FOR FALL & WINTER QTR.
~4PPLY~4T PIZZA MIA.

50
Sammy
Kelly
Roland
Carol
Denise
Stacy
Ken
Sherril
Kathy
Drake
Dennis
Randy
Ken
Kay
Virginia
Sea
Tom

146445
148566
149802
i48580
146032
148592
146210
148629
146215
148642
147624
145982
146312
145976
146099
145987
149176

SWEE;;~~
Paul
Mary
Ronald
Jeff
Becky
Anita
Dave
Megan
Marlee
Mary
Marlie
Luigi
Melenea
Scott
Tom
Brian
Wendal

145843
146360
147743
149518
149812
146383
147637
145939
147613
147560
145870
149214
149884
146186
149860
149011
146278

Dave
Chuck
Jim
Larry
Russ
Bill
Bret
David
Rolland
Gail
Grant
Cecile
Kelly
Jody
Chuck
Sue

147596
145970
146069
149057
149033
147710
148771
147709
147644
149232
149660
147674
147336
147652
148773
147530

'"'
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5,000th DELIVERY

!_ - - -Jack McMaster - Barto Hall

WE DELIVER 5 p.nt. - 2 a.Ill.

925-2222 925-1111

